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I. INTRODUCTION 
A substantial variety of approaches to multiple scattering theory 
appears in the literature with wide variations in the physical systems 
and processes to which they are addressed. The unique physical situation 
available for study in the collision of nuclei at intermediate and high 
energies prompts us to consider a subset of those approaches in which 
there is an ordered sequestering of the degrees of freedom into groups 
of constituents, which either participate directly in the reaction cr 
remain essentially passive spectators of the interactions. 
The history of multiple scattering theory constitutes a field rich 
in formal developments. One of the earliest formally exact treatments 
of the three-body problem was given by Faddeev (1,2). Alternative 
treatments were presented in the same period by Weinberg (3,4,5) and 
Lovelace (6). There followed a virtual deluge of formal treatments of 
n-body scattering formalisms, a sample of \^ich are included in 
references (7,8,9). Some of the more recent work on n-particle reaction 
formalism may be found in references (10,11,12,13). The approach fol­
lowed in these references has been primarily directed at the development 
of a sound mathematical formalism for describing n-particle interactions. 
Unfortunately the integral structure of these approaches often presents 
a formidable barrier to practical calculations. 
More directly applicable approaches to multiple scattering theory 
have developed from the work of Watson (14), Glauber (15), and Kerman, 
McManus and Thaler (KMT) (16). The emphasis of these references has 
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been elastic scattering at intermediate energies. In recent years 
extensive application has been made of these last three approaches to 
both elastic and inelastic scattering reactions. 
A large amount of literature has been devoted to the investigation 
of corrections to these approaches. This is particularly true of the 
Glauber multiple scattering phenomenology, see for examples references 
(17-22). 
Recently Ernst, Londergan, Miller and Thaler (ELMT) (23) developed 
a correlation expansion for the many-body optical potential. This work 
was supplemented by Siciliano and Thaler (ST) (24) in their treatment of 
a spectator expansion for multiple scattering theory, work in 
Chapter II extends this development from particle-nucleus interactions 
to cluster-cluster interactions (25). Kowalski has recently submitted 
a somewhat different generalization of cluster-cluster multiple-scattering 
(26). His work is complementary to the approach I take in Chapter II. 
I show schematically how the mean-field effects arising from many-
body interactions may be accommodated. Furthermore, in outlining a 
reaction operator formalism I indicate how Pauli effects may be included 
in a natural manner. Even in the particle-nucleus limit this approach 
constitutes an extension of the work of ST (24). 
While multi-body interactions^ (27) (more than two or three body) 
are not normally addressed in nuclear applications, the formal development 
^Inclusion of antisymmetrization in the channel interaction (even 
in the case of purely two-body potentials) gives rise to effective many-
body forces through exchange processes. In principle it is possible to 
include antisymmetrization by specification of the higher order terms in 
the spectator expansion (28). 
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allows for their presence and may be applied to a wide variety of 
reacting systems. In this spirit I attempt to limit the restrictive 
assuBçtions on the character (e.g., fermions or bosons) and the dynamical 
framework (i.e., specific nature of the interactions) governing the 
behavior of the constituents in the composite systems. As an example of 
possible applications for multi-particle forces, this development might 
be used to describe nucleon-nucleon scattering as the interaction of 
two systems of quarks. 
Chapter II deals with the generalized spectator expansion. I begin 
with a brief review of the scattering matrix S and the transition matrix 
T. Section B introduces certain notation conventions and definitions 
of the general Hamiltonian for two interacting clusters. I show how 
the Hamiltonian may be reexpressed in terms of mean fields and provide 
a methodology for embedding effective few-body operators in the N-body 
problem. In Section C the generalization of the correlation expansion 
of Siciliano and Thaler (24) to the cluster-cluster case is presented. 
While this expansion is reminiscent of the generalized cumulant expan­
sion of Kubo (29), it has been developed from a set of algebraic iden­
tities. This correlation expansion I have called the generalized 
spectator expansion (GSE). Methods for reorganizing arbitrary n-body 
operators in terms of a systematic expansion of fewer-body operators 
are demonstrated. In Section D I have employed physical intuition to 
exploit the freedom inherent in such decompositions and thus delineate 
those quantities not formally specified by the Hamiltonian. Projection 
operators are used in Section E to promote the development of a many-
4 
body reaction operators, whose two-body components resemble the Bruckner 
reaction matrix of nuclear structure calculations. In addition a gener­
alized optical potential for interacting composite systems is presented. 
Finally in Section F, I consider the construction of the matrix elements 
for the two-body operators that arise in the spectator expansion. 
In Chapter III,I develop the transition matrix for direct reactions, 
in wiiich a cluster of particles may be removed from one composite 
system and absorbed to a second composite system. I demonstrate how to 
rearrange the transition matrix element into the familiar two-potential 
form of Gell-Mann and Goldberger (30). Motivated by freedom implicit 
in the spectator expansion I use the 'high energy approximation* (31) 
or equivalently the 'eikonal approximation* (which may be attributed 
originally to Moliere (32)). Various authors have used it since, 
though most citations have attributed the procedure to Glauber (15). 
Specific reduction is made to the application to protons incident upon 
a target nucleus, picking up a target neutron and leaving the residual 
target nucleus in a bound state. 
Finally in Chapter IV, I discuss the sensitivities and limitations 
of the eikonal approach. Of particular interest is the connection that 
can be shown to the zero-range approximation (33,34) often made in 
distorted wave approximations to (p,d) and (d,p) reactions. This is 
shown to be related to a zeroth order truncation of the Taylor expan­
sion of the Fourier transform of the deuteron vertex function. 
Comparison is made between the differential cross section computed 
through leading order distortions In the density with the exact vertex 
5 
function and the truncated vertex function. Systematics for a variety 
of incident proton energies are shown. The relative contributions of 
th>^ deuteron S and D states is also displayed. 
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II. FORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF SCATTERING THEORY 
A. Review of the S-Matrix and T-Matrix 
Any discussion of many-body scattering must begin either with a 
time dependent or time independent framework. For most purposes it is 
adequate to use the time independent approach, wherein the causality 
restrictions of the time dependent method are subsumed in the bomdary 
conditions applied to the stationary states of the interacting system. 
A useful concept in the treatment of complex collisions is that of 
the 'channel'. A channel is any possible distinct mode of fragmentation 
and excitation of the system which may occur in the collision process. 
By distinct modes, I mean that states which differ only by the inter­
change of identical particles, are collected into a single properly 
symmetrized channel. For practical reasons the 'entrance* channel 
(denoted by a) is restricted to two-cluster states, where the clusters 
are labeled A and B respectively. A and B are bound states of more 
elementary constituents. In the entrance channel, A and B are initially 
nonlnteracting by virtue of extreme spatial separation. The 'exit' 
channel (denoted by 0) may include multicluster states. Schematically 
the reaction may be written as 
Three types of reaction are possible. Elastic collisions, in 
•sdïich the entrance channel and exit channel are identical, are the 
simplest. Slightly more complicated are the inelastic collisions 
where either or both of the initial clusters is promoted to a different 
state of internal excitation. 
P + ^ ^0 ^ P + (2.2) 
Finally, there are the rearrangement channels that may involve the 
exchange of constituents from one cluster to the other, or fragmentation 
of the initial clusters. 
5(^He) + ^ Li + \ (2.3a) 
+ ^ ^^Yb -J- (2.3b) 
Denote by H, H , and H_ the Hamiltonians describing the total 
a p 
system, the entrance channel, and the exit channel. Tlie external chan­
nel interactions are then defined by 
v" = H - (2,4a) 
= H - H. . (2.4b) 
P 
Associated with each of the Hamiltonians is a Green's function (propa­
gator) constructed in the following manner. 
- lim (E - H ± in)"^ (2.5a) 
= lim (E - H ± in)~^ (2.5b) 
= lim (E„ - H + in)"- (2.5c) 
 ^ n-X)+  ^
8 
In the operator representation of the propagators G, the lim is 
understood to be the final operation in the evaluation of matrix 
elements. Generally the lim will be suppressed in order to enhance 
Tr»0+ 
notational simplicity. 
The propagators (G» G^) satisfy the expressions 
G^~\E)(E-H) = 1 (2.6a) 
(E - H)G^-^(E) = 1 , (2.6b) 
^ ' (2.7a) 
and 
(E^ - = 1 (2.7b) 
provided that these quantities operate only upon vectors having finite 
norms (35,36). (This condition is guaranteed for two-cluster channels.) 
The (+) and (-) correspond to the propagation of 'outgoing' and 
'incoming' stationary states. That is, they reflect the imposition of 
boundary conditions. 
The eigenvectors (eigenstates) of the Hamiltonians are denoted 
by and where the Latin subscript specifies the eigenstate 
and Y refers to the channel partition. The eigenequations may be 
written then as 
(H - E )^(-^ = 0 (2.8) 
^i ^i 
(H - E )$ = 0 . (2.9) 
Y YI *1 
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In order to demonstrate the connection between the eigenstates of H 
(+) 
and H , I define an eigendefect vector A , such that 
Y 
. (2.10a) 
^i ^i ^i 
Substitution of Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.8) yields 
(E - H)A(-) = 
Ti Yi Yi 
Operating from the left with (E ) and using the identity of Eq. 
^i 
(2.6a) then gives 
= G^~^(E )V^$ 
Yi Yi Yi 
Thus Eq. (2.10a) becomes 
= $ + G^~\E )V^$ . (2.10b) 
^i ^i ^i ^i 
The Miller wave operator ^ is defined as 
o(-)(E ) = 1+G^ -^ (E )V^  , (2.11) 
Y YI YI 
which leads to another way of denoting as 
•^i 
= Q^~\e )4 . (2.10c) 
YI Y YI YI 
Equation (2.10c) for , suggests that the outgoing state i with 
^i 
eigenenergy E^ has evolved from the stationary channel state $ 
Y 
(-) 
Yi Yi 
through the action of the wave operator . A similar comment 
could be made about the ingoing state Y 
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A useful identity in working with operator quantities is the 
resolvent expression 
a = b + a(b~^ - a"^)b . (2.12) 
From Eq- (2.12) we can derive the resolvent expression for the 
propagators G and G_^. (Boundary conditions (±) on the propagators are 
suppressed.) 
G = G + G (G - G ^)G 
Y ï Y 
G(E) = G^(E) + G^(E)[(E - H^) - (E - H)]G(E) 
and hence 
G(E) = G^(E) + G^(Z)V^G(E) (2.13a) 
or equally 
G(E) = G^(E) + G(E)V'''G^(E) . (2.13b) 
Using the Miller wave operator leads to still another representation 
of the propagator as 
G(Z) = n (Z)Gy(Z) . (2.13c) 
The scattering matrix S (37) is defined as the overlap of the 
outgoing eigenstate of H from the entrance channel with the incoming 
eigenstate of H into the exit channel, i.e, 
VSj ° > • 2^.14) 
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This may be simplified by considering the difference between the eigen­
vectors and \ 
a. 
= [G^''"^(E ) - G^~^(E )]V°$ 
«i a. a. a. 
" ;^+(E_^,-Lin-E -LinK\ 
= - 2%i 6(E - H)V°$ 
a. a. 
1 1 
This yields 
^(+) = ,!.(-) _ 2Tri 6(E - H)v"$ , (2.15) 
a. a a. a. 
1 i 11
which upon substitution into Eq. (2.14) generates 
S . = - 2ni<y(")|5(E -H)v"|$ > 
o.g. g. *1 6j 
= 6 - 2wi 6(E - E > . (2.16a) 
'"i °i ^ °i 
(-) 
Alternatively, beginning with yields 
3 
%.S. - ^e,,a. • ".16b) 
IJ J1 1 J J 1 
The transition matrix x _ (37) is defined by the expression 
i J 
=».S, = S.c. - • (2.17) 
2 - 3  J 1  1  ]  1  ]  
Then from Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) the transition matrix amplitude is 
12 
. e 
' <*6.1? I?». > <2.18a) 
1 J 1 3 1 
\JS/V> = (Z-LSB) 
Equation (2.18a) is called the 'post' form of the transition matrix 
since the exit channel interaction appears in the bracket; analogously, 
Eq. (2.18b) is denoted the 'prior' form of the transition matrix. 
Furthermore, Eq. (2.17) implies that Eqs. (2.18a) and (2.18b) have iden­
tical values on the energy shell (E = E ); however, off the energy 
"i j 
shell (E f E ) this will not in general be true. Having obtained 
ai gj 
the transition matrix amplitude on the energy shell, the scattering 
cross section (37) for two-cluster to two-cluster reactions may be 
written as 
''V-s, "a "e "s, , 
% ' 7^ \ 'Vej • 
Here y (y ) is the reduced mass of the two-cluster channel a(8), and 
a g 
k (k ) is the relative momentum of the two-cluster in channel 
"i 
State «^(gj). 
The transition matrix T „ leads to the defining of a transition 
ap 
operator , such that on the energy shell 
13 
Then from Eqs. (2.18) and (2.20), can be defined as 
CXp 
T^t^Z) = G^''"\z)V°' (2.21a) 
Op 
and 
(Z) = G(")(Z)V* . (2.22a) 
And by using the definition of the Miller waye-operator, the tran­
sition operator may be written as 
(Z) = (2.21b) 
otp ct 
and 
T^g\z) = o(")(Z)V* . (2.22b) 
For elastic and inelastic collisions, the entrance channel and exit 
C( G 
channel interactions are equal; i.e., V = V = V, and hence the 
transition operator becomes 
T^"^(Z) = V+VG^-^(Z)V . (2.23) 
Throughout the remainder of the formal development, the explicit (±) 
and (Z)-dependence shall be suppressed except where needed for 
clarification. 
B. Hamiltonian Framework and Definitions 
This section is devoted to a concise description of a general 
N-body Hamiltonian, partitioned into two clusters, A and B, such that 
14 
A+B = N. No restrictions are imposed upon the nature of the fundamental 
objects ^ ich comprise N. They are elementary in the sense that it is 
possible to write many-body potentials which describe their mutual 
interactions, but they need not all be identical. 
Auxiliary potentials are introduced since in many applications 
important physical effects can be included in this way, even in low 
order expansions. No requirement is made that such auxiliary potentials 
be used nor that they approximate a particular form. Restrictions such 
as they must satisfy mean-field equations, may be imposed to facilitate 
rapid convergence in specific applications. 
Consider an N-body system of "elementary" particles, partitioned 
into two clusters A and B. The Hamiltonian for the cluster A is 
written as 
i=i i<j i<j<k > 
where the particles in cluster A are labeled sequentially as 
1, 2, 3, ••• A. Furthermore, is defined as a multi-body inter­
action, where (v) <= (A) and [v] is the number of particles in the 
subset (v). Implicit, is the restriction that if one of the particles 
in the subset is removed from the system, then As an example, 
let (v) = 149, then |v[ =3 and is the 3-body interaction 
between the objects in A labeled 1, 4, and 9. 
I wish to consider the possibility of including auxiliary poten­
tials in the formalism. To be specific, I introduce a set of auxiliary 
potentials that satisfy mean-field equations, however, such restrictions 
are not essential to the developments which follow. 
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A set of n-body mean-fields is defined by the averaging of the sum 
of the m-body interactions for m > n. Thus I can write schematically in 
"(v) 
terms of the v-body interactions u , 
u(^)(n) = I . . (2.25) 
(j<k<l'*)=(y) c (A) 
(y) n  (v) s  0 , Iv] + I v i  = n , l y l  1  1 
Here U^^^(n) is the |v|-body mean-field experienced by the subset (v) 
due to the n-body interactions averaged over the other |y| distinct 
particles. The notation means the averaging of the operator 
v('^y) Qygj. a. set of basi' functions for the labeled particles con­
tained in (y). The selection of these basis functions may be dictated 
by the specific application. As an example of Eq. (2.25), consider 
the two-body mean-field interaction for (v) = 13 when A = 5; then 
u"(5) = . 
Alternatively, it is possible to define the auxiliary potentials 
U^^^(n) as any 'convenient' or physically motivated set of functions, 
rather than obtaining them from the 'fundamental' interactions. In 
either choice, the total auxiliary potential of the |v|th rank 
becomes 
16 
U = I U<^>(n) 
n=l vl+l 
(2.26) 
Equation (2.24) may be rewritten in terms of the following quantities 
h^ = + w^ + 
= I (u^^ + - I U^(2) 
i<j i<j i 
I = I (u^^^ + U^^^) - I U^(3) 
i<j <k i<j<k i 
(2.27) 
(2.28a) 
I U^^(3) , (2.28b) 
i<j 
and generally. 
I = I + uM) - '"i"' f u(V( V I) . (2.28c) 
(v) c (A) (v) c (A) m=l (n^)c (A) I 
(v) 
Equations (2.28a,b,c) imply that the u may be defined as 
- (^) {U^(2) + U^(2)} 
/jk = ;ijk ^  yijk _ 
(A-1)(A-2) {U^(3) + U^(3) + U^(3)} 
-(^) (3) + U^^(3) +U^^(3)} 
and generally 
u(v) = ;(v) I U^Hn^ivI) 
(%)c(v); 1 Wn^|=m 
f2.29a) 
(2.29b) 
m=. 
With these definitions the Hamiltonian can now be rewritten as 
(2.29 c) 
17 
A A «. 
= 2 ^ ••• A , (2.30) 
i=l i<j 
which retains the same form as the initial Hamiltonian but allows the 
use of auxiliary potentials. 
We now introduce the subcluster interaction , defined by the 
expression 
vM . I Ï .(2.31) 
i<j C(v) i<j<kC(v) 
127 12 17 27 127 
As an example, let A = 9, ( v )  =  1 2 7 ,  t h e n  V  = u  + u  + u  + u  
(A) 
It is apparent that for (v) = (A), V is the total interaction for 
the system A. That is, 
= I h^ + . (2.32) 
An analogous set of equations is obtained for the B cluster of 
particles by using Greek subscripts (a, B, Y> •**) in place of the 
Latin superscripts (i, j, k, •••) in Eqs. (2.24)-(2.31). For example, 
Eq. (2.30) becomes 
° i +j, ".e " ^ ••• ••• ' 
And we can write 
= I h. + 7(B) • ".34) 
The remainder of the equations for the cluster B are evident. 
Consistent with the notation used in the preceding discussion, we 
define the interaction existing between clusters A and B, using Latin 
18 
(Greek) superscripts (subscripts) to refer to elements of cluster A (B). 
Here, is the real (jv) + jyj)-body interaction, occurring between 
the particles (v) of A and (u) of B. If any one particle is removed 
"^(v) ^2 
from (v) or (y) then -»• 0. In illustration, is the 3-body 
potential between particle 2 of A and the pair 1 and 4 of B. 
One could invoke a mean-field treatment of the many-body inter­
actions between elements of A and B in a fashion similar to that 
describing the mean-fields for system A or B. Such a treatment could 
be used as a formal basis for two-center shell model reaction calcula­
tions, since the mean-fields would reflect the mutual interactions of 
A and B. Both nuclear and atomic applications of such calculations are 
common (27). 
It should be clear that, having incorporated whatever mean-field 
effects that are desired, we could recover the form of Eq. (2.35). To 
signify this possibility the carets in Eq. (2.35) are deleted. 
In a manner reminiscent of Eq. (2.30) a subcluster-subcluster 
interaction is defined by the expression 
< 3 ^  I " :  +  I  +  I  —  - s  
icr (v) i<j,c:(v) ic (v) 
ac: (y) a c(y) %<&(= (y) (2.36) 
19 
where (v) (A) and (ji) (B). 
In illustration of Eq. (2.36), let (v) = 17 and (y) = 59, then 
5^9 ° "5 + "9 + "5 + "9 + + "59 + ^ 9 + "59 ' 
Physically, this includes all two-body, three body, and four-body inter­
actions which occur between the elements 1 and 7 of A and the elements 
5 and 9 of B. includes all two-body through ([v] + |u|)-body 
interactions occurring between the sets (v) and (y), which are not 
purely system A or system B interactions. Specifically, ,1 = 0 
^-5 " »(B) ^ 
We recognize that for (v) E (A) and (u) = (B), the total cluster-
(A) 
cluster interaction V.: is recovered. 
The total Hamiltonian may be written as 
H = + Hg , (2.37) 
o 
= H + V . (2.38) 
o 
From the resolvent identity of Eqs. (2.12a,b) we obtain the connection 
between the propagators G and G^, corresponding to the Hamiltonians H 
and H . 
o 
G = G + G VG (2.39a) 
o o 
G = G + GVG (2.39b) 
o o 
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The transition operator T is defined by 
T = V + VGV . (2.40) 
Substituting Eq. (2.39a) into Eq. (2.40) gives 
T = V + VG V + VG VGV 
o o 
= V + VG^(V + VGV) 
T = V + VG^T . (2.41a) 
Use of Eq. (2.39b) yields 
T = V + TG V . (2.41b) 
o 
One more identity may be obtained by inserting Eq. (2.39b) into 
Eq. (2.39a). 
G = G + G VG 
o o 
= G + G V(G + GVG ) 
o o o o 
= G + G (V + VGV) G 
o o o 
G = G + G TG . (2.42) 
o o o 
In this presentation I take the viewpoint that formal developments 
cast in the framework of expansions for T are desirable and present a 
systematic set of s implications, which offer flexibility and convenience 
for obtaining the transition matrix element of T. It is my contention 
that this framework is not only computationally feasible, but also 
provides insight into some phenomenological treatments. 
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C. Correlation Expansion of T 
In the preceding sections I introduced the Hamiltonians, the 
notation, and general definitions. The transition operator T was shown 
to be expressible in terms of the full N-body Green's function G, or in 
terms of G^, the channel Green's function. A practical approach to the 
N-body scattering problem may require some approximations. I develop 
expansions of T which are based upon the assumption that the scattering 
is dominated by a simple superposition of two-body interactions, 
followed by a superposition of effective three-body interactions, and 
so forth. Thus, in leading order, I allow pairwise encounters of the 
participant particles with the remaining (N - 2) particles behaving as 
spectators. The passive particles may, for example, be responsible 
for defining mean-fields in which the participants interact. In a 
correlational sense, the next order includes the effects of a pair of 
particles from one cluster and one particle from the other cluster 
participating with (N- 3) passive spectators, and so forth. I show how 
a systematic progression of such terms is related to the exact transi­
tion operator T. 
I first introduce the algebraic identity of Lemma A, given in 
Appendix A. This Lemma is an extension of the one proven by Siciliano 
and Thaler (24) hereafter referred to as ST. In summary, it proves 
that for any many-body operator Eq. (2.43) is an identity. 
A B . A B 
6 = Î I + I Z [C - - •A' 
i=l a=l ° i<j a=l * a a 
22 
' 11 '4 -
A B 
* c<6 " •aB - •as + + *8 + •gJ 
i<?<U Ji " C " •»'' + *a + 
"" JI A<E<Y " C - *6Y + + *G + 4^ 
' J. i - •: - c - c - - •p 
+ C + C + tf + •B' + + •f 
- *a - *8 - *3 ' *B " *0 " •e' 
+ '*^2::::^R--''i (2-") 
for arbitrary 4^^^, provided only that Eq. (2.44) is true 
e = *(gj (2.44) 
For notational convenience I introduce the quantities defined by 
8* = *a . (2.45a) 
8^  ^= - *a - *i) ' (2'45t) 
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9 (2.45c) 
(2.45d) 
(2.45e) 
Using the summation conversion introduced in Appendix A, Eq. (2.43) can 
be rewritten as 
As pointed out by ST the arbitrariness in the identity expansion 
allows a great deal of flexibility in decomposing many-body operators. 
I exploit this freedom in developing operator expansions. The 
'arbitrary' quantities will be chosen on physically motivated bases to 
exhibit a systematic progression in the decomposition of an N-body 
operator into effective 2, 3, ••• (N- l)-body operators. Furthermore, 
this flexibility will be utilized to demonstrate connections between 
different multiple-scattering formalisms. 
I expand the Green's functions G and G^ via the identity (2.43). 
Thus we obtain for G the expression. 
9 = Is* I *(B) (2.46) 
G - I So + I (S»] - Sa - g^ ) + I (Sag - - gg) 
+ I (2*6 - 4' - f - 4$ - + gi + + gg + Sp 
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+ •••• , (2.47a) 
= Z yJ + I + I Y^g + I Y^^ + •••• , (2.47b) 
where the definitions of the reduced subcluster propagators (the 's) 
in terms of the subcluster propagators (g^^j's) follow from Eqs. (2.44 
(2.45a-e). For G , we obtain an identical form, except that we now 
use and Instead of and . 
Gq = I + I (8^^ - 8a - %) + ••• » (2.48a) 
= y 4- y + ••• . (2.48b) 
^ a ^ a 
The only restrictions imposed on the sets and are that 
(A) ~ (A) g(B) ~ G and g^g^ s G^. These insure that Lemma A holds. 
(A) 
The cluster-cluster interaction may also be expanded in terms 
of (2.43); however, here we can immediately select the physically 
relevant choice for the expansion set. The subcluster-subcluster 
potentials defined by Eq. (2.36) satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma A, and thus we write 
"(w = 1 ^ 1 * 1  ("J' + I ('.8 - i 
+ I Cv« - - v« - vjg + vj + vj + v: + v3) 
+ ••• , (2.49a) 
and 
= +  *  Ï  " I s  *  ^ " 1 1 * " '  •  
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It is physically apparent what each expression in Eq. (2.49a) represents, 
when we recall the meaning of the The element is the 'real' 
|v| + |y|-th body interaction existing between the (v)-subcluster of A 
and the (ii)-subcluster of B. In the event that a particle is removed 
from either (v) or (y) to infinite spacial separation, this potential 
vanishes. 
Appendix A includes two useful corollaries which simplify the con­
struction of expansions for operators defined by algebraic functions of 
other operators. Corollary I (Addition Corollary) states that for any 
operator Z = X + Y, if the sets and ^ satisfy the conditions 
of Lemma A for X and Y respectively, then the set defined by 
E X^j^j + Y^^j , does so for Z. Similarly, Corollary II (Multiplica­
tion Corollary) specifies that for Z = XY, the set Z^^j = X^^j ^(y) 
a legitimate expansion set of Z. 
Lemma A allows us to write the expansion of the dus t er- dus ter 
transition operator T as 
a a ag a g 
+ - 4' - - <6 - + 4 +^^4 + 
+ *** » (2.50a) 
- % 7* + Z f + I 46+ I 41 + - + • ".50b) 
^ich we will refer to as the Generalized-Spectator Expansion of the 
transition operator T. 
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Making use of the Corollaries I and II of Appendix A, the definition 
Eq. (2.53a) of T, Eq. (47a) for G, and Eq. (49a) for V, we obtain 
defining relations for the subcluster-subcluster transition operator 
= "a + s' "a «.51a) 
t^^ = (u^^ + u + u^) + (u^^ + + u ) 
a a a a a a a °a a a a 
= g^^ (2.51b) 
a a a 
" ie *  " ie " is 
<6 = 4$ (2.5id) 
g^^^ (2.51e) 
(y) (u) (y) (y) (y) 
= '(B) + '(B) 8(B) '(B) ^  ^  <2-5"' 
From the form of Eqs. (2.51a-f), if is clear that for the appropriate 
definitions of the propagators g^^j, the transition operators t^^^ 
become purely (]v| + |u|)-body operators. Specifically, only the 
labeled particles (v) from cluster A and (y) from cluster B may 
participate actively in t^j^j. The remaining particles play the role of 
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'passive' spectators. Inspection of the terms in Eq. (2.50b) displays 
the symmetry under interchange of clusters A and B. In we note that 
the labeling expressly separates the i-th and a-th particles from the 
(A-i) + (B - a) remaining particles, and treats them as 'effective' 
two-body operators. The so-called passive spectators may participate 
to the extent of defining background mean-fields. 
If, instead of using Eq. (2.47a) for G, we use Eq. (2.48a) for 
and the iterative definition Eq. (2.53b) of T, the resulting expansion 
(written with t^^^ and of Eqs. (2.50a,b) has the following 
definitions for the t, .. (y) 
'as = + <8 4 'ae ' <2.52c) 
•  C -s") 
' '(B) + '(B) S(B) 'W " ^ • (2-5:=) 
In principle we need not require that t^^j = t^^j, for general (v) 
and (y). However, if this restriction is imposed, then we can show 
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that and are related by the resolvent expressions 
«S = «S + iS ^ 2 4:1 
and 
4:) = 4:• 
\mich are the analogues of Eqs (2.39b) and (2.42). Figures 1 and 2 
demonstrate the diagrammatic realization of these operator expressions 
for the transition operators t^^j and the propagators g^^j and g^^j. 
As we have seen, the Identity Lemma and Corollaries I and II have 
provided us with considerable simplicity in constructing operator 
expansions. This facilitates the establishment of decomposition sets 
for operators defined in terms of other operators having previously 
defined expansion sets. In particular the freedom inherent in Lemma A 
has been exploited in the choice of the subcluster propagators g^^j or 
g^^j without introducing any approximations in T. A primary emphasis 
of this work is to introduce certain physically motivated choice? for 
these subcluster propagators and discuss their significa . 
We may associate the expressions of Eqs. (2.52a-e) with a grouping 
in terms of the particle rank (total number of participant particles). 
Thus 
T(2) - I xf , (2.54a) 
T(3) = Z + I /g . (2.54b) 
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Particle Cluster 
(v; 
u 
( v )  
(u) 
Cluster-cluster Interaction 
V 
( v )  
(u) 
Transition Operator 
. ( v )  
(w) 
Noninteracting Propagator 
1 
2 
ivlth 
1 V 1  +  I  y  1  - Particle Interaction 
•  ( v )  
rCv) 
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Interacting Propagator 
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(w) 
(y) 
( v )  
(y) 
( v )  
(y) 
O 
Figure 1. Operators and diagrammatic equivalents 
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Figure 2. Operator expressions and diagrammatic equivalents 
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T(4) = I + I + I . (2.54c) 
and 
T(A + B) = , (2.54d) 
•ïdiere 
(A+B) 
T = I T(n) . (2.55) 
n=2 
The physical content of the T(n)'s is clear. T(n) is the contribu­
tion in which n-particles participate in the interaction. Thus T(2) is 
the superposition of all pairwise scatterings of one particle from A 
with one particle from B. T(3) contains a pair from A(B) encountering 
one particle from B(A). Similarly, for T(4) we have the sum of contribu­
tions in which one particle from A(B) interacts with a triplet cluster 
from B(A), and those in which a correlated pair from A interacts with a 
correlated pair from B. The extension to arbitrary T(n) is apparent. 
For particular choices of the transition operators can be 
shown to be completely connected (1,10,26) with respect to the labeled 
particles and completely disconnected from the spectator particles. 
This fact allows us to view the T(n)'s as a perturbative sequence, in 
which we hope to obtain a good approximation to T by the use of the 
term T(2) with T(3), T(4), etc. providing the successive corrections. 
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The concept of 'connectivity' (11,12) is one which often appears in 
discussions of many-body scattering theory (26). An N-body operator 6^ 
is 'M-body connected' (denoted 8^) by particle interactions, provided 
it does not commute with any sum of the individual particle momentum 
operators of the form 
? -
= pi • C. = 0, 1 , 
such that, 
where M is some distinct labeled subset of the N particles. For M = N 
an N-body operator is fully connected, but only partially connected for 
12 
M <N. Figure 3 describes diagrammatically t^ , a disconnected 3-body 
operator. It is evident that iteration will produce an infinite set 
12 
of disconnected particle lines. While t^ has a disconnected structure, 
12 1 2 12 
the transition operator for g^ = 83 = g^ = g is obviously fully 
connected and takes the form described in Fig. 4. 
The scope of the identity expansion Eq. (2.50a) of T is evident 
through its reduction to the generalization of the Watson multiple 
scattering series for cluster scattering. Let all g^^j e  in 
Eqs. (2.52a-e) and allow only two-body interactions. As the results in 
Appendix A show, the arbitrariness in g^^^ permits this choice. Then 
we obtain 
G t^ . (2.56) 
Ci u a o a 
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+ uî + u? 
(12) 
( 3 )  
1 
2 2 
3 
:f = V- + V^ / sf t-
(12) 
( 3 )  
1 
2 
2 
• 1  
1 
2 
S3 
(12) 
( 3 )  
:sn 
(12) 
( 3 )  
Figure 3. Example of disconnected operators 
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4 ' - 4 - 4  
+ g + \y^ g tj + U3 g t^ 
+ u^2 g + ul g t^ 
(12) 
( 3 )  : • 
- : z n  
3 i i (3) 3 U 
(12) 
( 3 )  
(12) 
( 3 )  
( 3 )  
^ 2 -f-ç u) 
fc=(3) 3 i \ y i (3) 
Figure 4. Example of fully connected operator 
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A carefur examination of the expressions for in Eq. (2.50b) yields 
the following regrouping, 
T = 1 1 ^  +  I  G  P + t^ G +  1 ^  r  ^ Z 3  n  n %j 
^  a  ^  a o a  a o a a  
P G 
a o 
t^ 
a 
+ 1 
a 
t^-f ti G G E! 
+ % {t^ G t^ G t^ + • • •} 
^ a o a o a 
+ ••• . (2.57) 
Equation (2.57) may be reorganized to give 
iî'j 
i  *  I '<% ' i  *  I t ' .  '4 
*  I ' i  %H + I =. <=0 ? 
i/j, if], jfk 
«5^3,3?^ Y 
(2.58) 
Here Eq. (2.58) contains an infinite set of terms and for 5=1 reduces 
to 
T(B = 1) = ^ t^ + I t^ G 
^ ±H 
(2.59) 
which is the Watson multiple scattering series (14). Thus beginning 
with the expansion Eq. (2.50a) for T we have obtained in a straight­
forward fashion the generalization Eq. (2.58) of the Watson multiple-
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scattering series Eq. (2.59). We observe that the content of T in terms 
of the identity expansion readily yields the connection with conventional 
multiple-scattering series. The flexibility inherent in our ability to 
(V ) 
choose the g^^^ permits us to construct different expansions on the 
basis of utility and convenience. In brief, we have a method for 
examining cluster-cluster interactions in a systematic fashion, which 
readily displays the connection to the exact result stemming from 
different leading order approximations. 
D. Selection of Subcluster Propagators 
In Section C we decomposed the cluster-cluster T operator into a 
finite series of participant-spectator operators. While this expansion 
is not a 'perturbation' series in the standard sense of order-by-order 
in some coupling parameter, we hope that the selection of the sub-
cluster propagators can be made so as to maximize the content of T(2) 
which is readily calculable and minimize the corrections due to T(3), 
T(4), etc. The correlation decomposition resembles the hole-line 
expansion (38,39) of nuclear-structure calculations which is effectively 
an expansion in the density times a correlation volume. 
This section is concerned with developing a systematic set of 
definitions for the subcluster propagators g^j^^ and g^^j. We desire a 
set of g^^j for which the T(n) will satisfy one of the conditions of 
Eqs. (2.60a-d) 
N 
<T> ^ <T(2)> »< I T(n)> (2.60a) 
n=3 
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m N 
<T> = < ^ T(n)> » < l T(k)> (2.60b) 
n=2 k-uH-l 
<T(2)> » <T(3)> > <T(4)> > <T(5)> > ••• > <T(N)> . (2.60c) 
In particular applications it is possible that a specific subcluster-
subcluster interaction provides the dominant character of the series, 
such as in collective scattering processes. Thus another convenient 
condition might be 
N 
<T> = <T(m)> » < I T(n)> . (2.60d) 
nfm 
An example of such an application might be in treating nucleon-nucleon 
scattering as a collection of quarks scattering from a collection of 
quarks. Thus for nucléons described as bound states of three quarks, 
the scattering operator T may be dominated naturally by T(6). Another 
example might be the collisions of even-even N = Z nuclei. It may 
well be that the total amplitude is dominated by the alpha-alpha terms 
which are contained in T(8). 
There is no a priori guarantee that a set of subcluster propa­
gators exists for which any of the conditions of Eqs. (2.60a-d) hold. 
We shall assume, for practical purposes, that we can find a set for 
which Eq. (2.60a) or Eq. (2.60b) with m small is satisfied. Much work 
has been done in which one or more of these conditions appears to have 
been fulfilled with satisfactory results. To cite just one example 
consider the work of Fujita and Hiifner (40) in which they develop a 
phenomenological treatment of back-angle proton scattering from nuclei. 
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They find that the differential cross section appears to be the super­
position of scatterings from single target nucléons, correlated pairs, 
correlated triplets, and so forth. Such a description demonstrates an 
application where condition Eq. (2.60b) appears to be satisfied. 
In what follows we hope to motivate choices of the propagators 
which reduce the computational magnitude of the 'lower order' T(n) by 
insuring that the respective t^^j's are effective n(= [v] + |^|)-body 
operators rather than N-body operators. Furthermore, we believe such 
choices should possess transparent physical interpretations. For 
example in T(2), we would like a choice of the subcluster propagators 
g^ which reduces the t^ to effective two-body operators rather than 
being a fully coupled N-body operator. Similarly in T(3), we desire 
fully-coupled three-body operators, 'disconnected' from the remaining 
N-3 objects. Or generally, T(n) is to be an n-body operator which is 
diagonal in the space of the remaining N-n particles. 
By using Lemma A we can expand H^, the noninteracting cluster-
cluster Hamiltonian, in terms of arbitrary partial Hamiltonians h^^j as 
» .  •  Z +  I  -  *4  -  HI)  +  % Kb - "A 
-  Z  +  Z  +  I  Rig + ... , 
- hg) + ••• . (2.61a) 
p 
(2.61b) 
with the restriction that 
H 
o 
(2 .62)  
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define the hitherto arbitrary by 
«(u) = (Z - • ".63a) 
Here Z represents the complex parametric energy which includes the 
appropriate boundary conditions. From Eq. (2.63) and the resolvent 
Eqs. (2.53a,b) we obtain for the interacting subcluster-subcluster 
propagators g^^j, the expression 
-= -  "W -  4^) ) ' '  •  
Note that, in terms of the partial Hamiltonians h^jj, 
S(B) = - "(B) - - G' icW = = G.' 
which are the proper limits of g^^j and g^^^ respectively. 
In order for the t^^j to operate upon the participants (i.e., the 
labeled particles), the h^^j must be defined to contain the (v) + (y) 
particles; the remaining particles may appear provided no interactions 
are permitted which link the two groups. We make the following 
definitions, 
h<^> i I , (2.64a) 
ic:(v) 
\y) " ^ \ \y) ' (2.64b) 
a c (y) 
4 : )  + \W)  •  
The h and h^^^ are the subcluster Hamiltonians of the (v) and (y) 
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subdusters of A and B respectively. We can write the residual sub-
cluster Hamiltonians as h and h^^ . Equation (2.65) defines the 
noninteracting subcluster-subcluster Hamiltonian, h^^j. 
We are free to define the partial Hamiltonian h^^j by the 
following expression 
^(y) " ' (2.66) 
(A) 
which obeys the restriction of Lemma A, that h)^; = H , as can be seen QiSj o 
by examining the definitions Eqs. (2.64a,b) and (2.65). It is important 
to emphasize that the definition Eq. (2.66) specifically leaves out 
interactions between elements of (v) and (A-v) as well as those between 
(y) and (B - y). In this way the definitions insure the spectator 
separation of the expansions. It is possible to introduce into these 
definitions auxiliary potentials. These may arise from mean-field 
definitions or may merely be physically or computationally desirable. 
The only restriction is that such fields must become zero for (v) = (A) 
and (y) = (B). 
An alternative definition for the partial Hamiltonian h^^j, which 
also maintains the separate character of the participants and spectators, 
is apparent from the definition of the subcluster-subcluster Hamiltonian 
h(y) ' choose 
^(y) " ^(y) ^^(y) ' 
where 
= 0 .  (2.68) 
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The may be chosen to represent the energy shift due to the 
residual particles. It is readily verified that Eq. (2.67) obeys the 
restriction of Eq. (2.64). 
The definitions Eq. (2.66) of the partial Hamiltonians in conjunc­
tion with the definitions Eq. (2.63a) of the propagators and 
Eq. (2.52a) for the partial transition operators t^^j, have the virtue 
that the t^^^ become effective n(= |v| + |y})-body operators which are 
diagonal with respect to the residual Hamiltonian particles (spectators). 
Similarly, the definition Eq. (2.67) yields t^j^^ which are true n-body 
operators. Other definitions for the partial Hamiltonians h^^j are 
possible. 
It is of some interest to note that the partial transition opera­
tors t^^j corresponding to the partial Hamiltonians h^^j of Eq. (2.67) 
with the choice = 0 and in the absence of mean fields (see (p) 
Section B) are the free (v)-cluster (u)-cluster transition operators. 
For example, t^ is then the free nucleon-nucleon transition operator, 
if i and a are nucléons. Thus for Ae^ f 0, t^ is an energy-shifted 
two-body t operator; we may say that Ae^ accounts in some average 
fashion for the off-shell nature of t^ when i and a are embedded in 
a 
larger groups of particles. Including mean fields in h^^j permits a 
more complete treatment of the off-shell dynamics and renders t^ an 
off-shell two-nucleon t-matrix. 
The set of definitions Eq. (2.67) for the partial Hamiltonians 
yields the generalization of the propagators defined by ST (24); this 
selection also corresponds in lowest order to the closure approximation 
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used by Ernst, Londergan, Miller and Thaler, (ElMT) (23). In the work 
of ELMT, the T-operator is approximated by replacing all of the g^^j's 
— j[_ 
by the choice for and retaining only two-body interactions. To 
obtain some systematic order-by-order estimate of the discrepancy 
between T and Tg^MT» we would look at <T(n) - T(n)^^>. For n = 2, 
We may give a spectral representation for the partial propagator 
— (v) 
g^^^, if we first construct the scattering solutions to the subcluster 
Hamiltonians. 
'"(p) - ""Cv)' ° 
(2.70a) 
- V.^)l =0 
Thus for the definition Eq. (2.67) of the partial Hamiltonian, h^^j the 
spectral decompositions of the sub duster-siibcluster propagators g^^^ 
and arc 
- ( V ) .  y  
and 
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We may also use definition Eq. (2.66), in which case we obtain the 
expression 
-(V)' y (c) 
®(u) .1. , _ .(V),., „Cv) 
a,b,c Z - E^^^(a) - E (b) - E^^^(c) 
(2.73) 
(v) ' 
with an analogous expression for • Here S is the appropriate 
symmetrization operator. For example, if all N-particles are nucléons, 
then S antisymmetrizes the particles between the state vectors , 
^(A v) » unless the proper symmetrization has already been 
included in the intercluster potentials (28). 
E. K-Matrix and Optical Potential Applications 
In reducing the N-body problem to systems of fewer than N-bodies, 
we have not addressed all the physical and practical aspects that 
arise. For example, in applying the GSE to nuclear systems we have not 
considered specifically the effect of the Pauli principle. We now 
focus our attention on the nuclear applications and address the questions 
of the Pauli principle, the strong repulsive core of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction (V^) and the reduction to calculable spaces. For 
bound states of finite nuclei the effective two-nucleon interaction has 
been derived from a free potential through the Brueckner G-matrix, 
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•*" ^NN (1) (2) 
w — n — n 
o o 
where h^ is a single particle Hamiltonian incorporating the kinetic 
energy and a single particle potential for each of the interacting 
nucléons. The G-matrix is a renormalized nucleon-nucleon interaction 
which, throu^ the infinite sum of potential scatterings, eliminates 
the strong effects of the repulsive core in much the same manner as 
does the t-matrix. The Pauli operator prevents the interacting 
nucléon pair from scattering into states which are already occupied by 
the remaining nucléons or which are treated explicitly in the dynamical 
framework (e.g., diagonalization) . For all applications must be 
specified in the selected basis representation. The two most common 
bases for nuclear problems are the harmonic oscillator and the plane 
wave representation. 
The development in this section uses K rather than Gg or G to 
avoid notational confusion. I develop a formal relationship between 
the T and K operator expansions of GSE. From Appendix B we know that 
given projectors (41), P + Q = 1, the operator expression (2.74) 
A = B + BCD , (2.74) 
may be rewritten as 
A = D + DCPA , (2.75) 
where 
D = B + BDQD . (2.76) 
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The general expressions Eqs. (2.75) and (2.76) together possess the 
same content as Eq. (2.74) and may be used to generate specific 
operator separations. The subcluster transition operators t^^j of 
Eq, (2.52) are defined by operator expressions of the form of Eq. (2.72). 
Thus if I define a set of projectors q^^^} to obey the projection 
rules of Appendix B, I may define a new set of operators by 
4 ; )  -  ' 'M +  ' (S  4%)  "M 43  '  
which are related to the transition operators t^^j by the expression 
^(y) " ^Xw) + ^ X%) G(%j P(;j t(%j • (2.78) 
with the restriction that 
" (S  " (S  "  •  (2 -79)  
The Eqs. (2.77) and (2.78) are formally equivalent to the expressions 
Eqs. (2.51) for the subcluster transition operator. 
I define a total reaction operator K by 
K = I + I (k^i - - k^) + •.. . (2.80) 
The physical content of Eq. (2.80) is manifest once the subcluster 
projectors q^^j have been specified. Two examples we consider in 
this section involve selections of the q^^j such that K is an optical 
potential, or such that K = T. This latter condition implies only that 
q(B) ~ • ThG remaining q^^^ art still at our disposal to specify. 
Using the definitions of the Brueckner reaction matrix as a guide, the 
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are selected to have the property that states occupied by the 
IA + B - - p I -spectators are f oxbidden to the 1^ +1-participants. In 
this case may be called the subcluster reaction operator. 
In order to illustrate the physical content of the k^^^, I specify 
a set of q^^j in the spectral representation of Eqs. (2.71) or (2.73). 
The Pauli projector is defined as 
Z l*(w) (a) I • (2-Sl) 
(a) Pauli-restricted by | A + B - v - y j-spectators 
Note that for (v) = (A) and (u) = (B), q^^j = 1(N), since the absence of 
spectators eliminates the additional external Pauli restrictions upon 
(a)• Of course, whatever contributions are not included in q^^j are 
implicitly contained in p^^^. From a pragmatic viewpoint the content 
of q^^j may be enlarged or restricted in order to construct the model 
space in which p^^j is desired to operate. However, we must remark, 
that while such modifications do not affect the validity of the expan­
sion for K, the convergence of the lower-order terms may be affected. 
As mertioned above we can also construct an optical potential 
through the judicious selection of P and Q. In order to maintain a 
close parallel to the work of ELMT and ST, we shall develop a generaliza­
tion of the optical potential discussed by ST. We select P + Q = 1(N), 
where P is the projection onto the nuclear ground states of clusters A 
and B. Thus for g^, g^^, •••, P and Q operate in a sequence of different 
basis representations but retain the same physical content. In order to 
emphasize this point I use P^^^ and throughout rather than 
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and Qopt(p)' From Eq. (2.52) we have 
43 = 4:^  • 
and in analogy with Eqs. (2.77) and (2.78) we obtain 
"(3 = + '(V) V "(v) 
and 
4w) " "W "W ^(y) %t ^(y) • 
I may now write the total optical potential as 
"opt = ^ "o + Z - "a - "«) + 2 ("ag - "a - (2.84a) 
= I uj + f + I + ••• • (2.84b) 
(A) 
Recall from Lemma A that » and from Eq. (2.82) we obtain 
°(B) = * '(B) "opt "(B) ' 
which is the conventional defintion of In correspondence to 
Eq. (2.54) for T(n), we now write 
%t") = • (2-85a) 
"opt") = . "-S») 
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n-1 
(2.85c) 
(y)c: B I p I =n-& 
Equations (2.84a-c) let us write the total optical potential as 
A+B 
n-particles scattering in all possible combinatorial patterns. 
Specifically, U(2) is the superposition of all pairwise scattering 
between a particle from A and a particle from B, in which both cluster 
A and B remain in their ground state configuration. For U(3), we have 
the sum of the correlated pairs from A(B) scattering from a single 
particle from B(A) and again both clusters A and B remain in their 
respective ground states. And so forth for U(n). 
We recognize that the exact content of (n) depends upon the 
subcluster propagators Thus, for different propagators, the 
exact contribution of U (n) to TJ ^ will change. Furthermore while 
opt opt 
we have specifically retained the conventional definition of in 
regard to defining Q ^ and P we could in fact obtain a different 
opt opt 
set of U* ^(n) which give U ^ for an alternate view of Q and P. For 
opt opt 
example, if we define the set of as the projectors upon the 
ground states of the sub clusters (A-v) and (B - y), then U* ^ = U ^ 
opt opt 
but in general U' (n) # U .(n). 
opt opt 
U (2.86) 
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F. Matrix Elements 
The bulk of my discussion has been concerned with the development 
of formal operator expressions and with the selection of subcluster 
operators based upon physical arguments. In this section I am more 
directly concerned with the construction of matrix elements for these 
operators. I consider specifically the elastic scattering of two 
nuclei wherein only two-body potentials are retained. 
As has been emphasized by ST, it is only in the case where t^ is a 
two-body operator that the T(2) matrix elements reduce to a simple 
form. In the following discussion the indices i and a are suppressed 
where no confusion can arise. Furthermore, I restrict this matrix 
element development to the case where g^ is the sum of simple kinetic 
energy operators for the interacting nucléons as in Eq. (2.71). Thus 
I can write 
Here p(k) refers to the momentimi vector of the nucléon from A(B). We 
may now write for the two-body operator t of Eq. (2.52) the expression 
(p'^'ltj^) = (P']^'|U1P^) 
+ / dp"d^"(p'^' I v|p"lt")B(p",^") (p"]Ë" 111^) . (2.88) 
g(p,^) = (z - p^/2m - 2m) ^  (2.87) 
Let q and be defined as follows. 
q = (P - t)/2 
? = p + ^  
c 
(2.89b) 
(2.89 a) 
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then t, for translationally invariant interaction v, may be written as 
(q'|t|q) = (q'|v|q) 
+ / dp"(q'|v|q") ^2 ^ ^2 (q"|t|q) • (2.90) 
z - P^/4m - q" /m 
In order to connect the two-nucleon matrix elements to the scat­
tering system, I define the relationship between the interacting pair 
and the remaining (passive) nucléons. Let P and P be the total 
cm r 
momentum and relative momentum of the A - B system. ? (? ) is defined 
A D 
as the total momentum of the cluster A(B), and P^^(Pg^) as the total 
momentum of the cluster A(B) with the i-th (a-th) nucléon removed. We 
then have the following definitions. 
= I ^ = P^ + (2.91a) 
j jfi 
a afg 
= V®A (2.92a) 
Tb " + M») (2-92W 
Km '  (2.93) 
K ' Y A - (2.94) 
\ ' Y A. + <2.95a) 
(2.95b) 
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Here is the mass of the nucleus A(B), and the (^g) are the 
individual momentum vectors of the nucléons. 
Consider an arbitrary two-body operator 6^; in order to form the 
matrix elements of 0^, it is first necessary to define certain quantities 
associated with the Hamiltonians of clusters A and B respectively. 
From Eqs. (2.70a) and (2.70b) I denote the total eigenvector of cluster 
A in eigenstate a by x (a) and similarly for cluster B, XgCh). 
Associated with these eigenvectors are the intrinsic wavefunetions 
($^^(a) and $^^(b)) and the total momentum vectors (?. and ^  ). 
A i> AD 
Explicitly these are related by 
|x^(a)> = ^^'^(a)> (2.96a) 
and 
IXgCb)) = l?g $^(b)> . (2.96b) 
Let the intrinsic momentum vectors be labeled and for A and 
1 J 
B respectively. Then the momentum space realizations of the IWF are 
- 5^îl»f^(a» (2.97a) 
and 
<j)g(b) = ^^Jl$™^(b)> . (2.97b) 
Associated with the intrinsic wavefunctions is the possibility of 
separating one-particle from the cluster and viewing it independently 
of the remaining particles. The wavevectors associated with this 
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concept are called the reduced intrinsic wavefunctions RIWF and are 
denoted by ^nd , where particles i and a from A and B 
respectively are isolated for examination. The total momentum vectors 
of the spectator particles are then and and possess intrinsic 
momentum vectors labeled with primes. Thus 
(2.98a) 
Sf'' - • (2.98b) 
The transformations which connect the IWF and RIWF are defined by 
the expressions, 
l^A = I  df 6(P^ + • (2.99a) 
The expression in Eq. (2.99a) is an integral transformation, since in 
general the 4"^(a) cannot be expected to be eigenstates of the spectator 
Hamiltonian. A similar transformation exists for cluster B and is 
written 
1% *B(M> = f d:. • (2.99b) 
The single body densities of the RIWF are defined as 
(^ A - ' ! •tl(^ > «(^ Ai + A^'+Ai(^ '>'^ Ai ''Pl"'' ''' 
(2.100a) 
PB"(?B - = !  <„(" «(^ Ba + K - *B)*B.(''')'^ Ai -•^^2 
(2.100b) 
^int' 
2 
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The integration of these densities gives 
1 ° aa- (2.101a) 
Having made these definitions and restrictions, the transformations 
for the A - B system can be written in the following manner. 
I Km K ' / dp' + ^ Ai - ' V 
X 6(î„ + 
X I • (2.102) 
Since we anticipate treating anti-symmetrization through effective 
multi-body interactions (28) we work in a simple product representation. 
Thus the matrix elements of the two-body operator 0^ can now be 
written as 
/  F  •^ (0) C -
X df 6(î; + - ÏB + *Ai - ^ A 
- < «(ÎA + I?" *AI(« ' ""I") 
This expression reduces to 
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" pif - l'A ^L - - Yg + ^ r» ' <2.104) 
where 
-4-iF 
P + (*R - (2.105a) 
F K - »L) - < - FÎ> 9 (2.105b) 
and the densities are those defined by Eqs. (2.100a) and (2.100b). The 
arguments in the one-body densities of the spectators indicate their 
role in absorbing recoil momenta in the interaction of the participating 
nucléon pair. 
We can now write for the matrix elements of T(2) the expression 
vAiere we have taken advantage of the indistinguishability of the nucléons 
to obtain the result in terms of one-body densities independent of the 
particle labels. If we look at the limiting case of A->1 and B-)-l, we 
find that Eq. (2.106) reduces exactly to the two-body t-matrix for the 
free scattering of two nucléons. 
The expression for T(2) given in Eq. (2.106) would also be 
obtained for the first order optical potential. It is noteworthy that 
from these results one immediately obtains the double-folded potential 
<T(2)> = A B / dp dS(p'^'lt|^) 
== - YA - Yg + f) . (2.106) 
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(42). In conjunction with the development of Section E, it would be 
possible to develop the higher order correlation corrections to the 
double-folded potential. 
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III. DIRECT REACTION AMPLITUDE AND EIKONAL APPROXIMATION 
In this chapter I am concerned with the formal development of the 
two-potential (30) form for the direct reaction transition amplitude and 
the eikonal approximation (43) thereof. In Section A, a number of 
operator identities are developed which are of general utility and 
which will facilitate the construction of the two-potential amplitude of 
Section B. Some brief comments on the properties of these identities 
are made. Sections C and D are concerned with the eikonal approxima­
tion to the transition amplitude and the nucleon-nucleon wave operators 
respectively. 
A. Operator Identities 
Let {H,}be a set of Hamiltonians governing the behavior of a system 
of particles under the influence of a set of particle interactions 
labeled by (j). For each member Hamiltonian there exists an 
associated Green's function defined by 
Gj(z) = (z - Hj) ^  . (3.1) 
Where z is the complex parametric energy which, in the limit as z 
approached the on-shell energy of the system, carries the boundary con­
ditions of the scattering process. The difference between two member 
Hamiltonians may be designated the interaction This is defined 
by 
V.^ = • ".2) 
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The interaction set {V^^} may be regarded as a set of perturbing poten­
tials, which may be used to generate a perturbation expansion about a 
particular member Hamiltonian . 
The resolvent identity is defined as 
a = b + b(b ^ - a ^)a , (3.3) 
and implies the resolvent expressions for the Green's functions and 
G^. That is, 
Gj = s + 
or equivalently 
Furthermore, the definitions Eq. (3.1) of the Green's functions can be 
used to show the following identity for the operator inverses {G^^}. 
G~} = G"^ + H, - H. (3.6) 
J k Tt J 
and 
f - \^+'jk • ".7) 
Consider a subset of the Haiiiltonians {H^} defined to govern the 
system of particles partitioned into two bound clusters. Specifically 
let {hj} be the set of distinct noninteracting two-cluster Hamiltonians. 
For each noninteracting two-cluster Hamiltonian h^ there exists a set 
of two-cluster interactions denoted {v (j)}, where the index (j) 
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Indicates a specific two-cluster partition and the index (£) runs over 
all the possible cluster-cluster interaction terms. From these inter­
actions we construct a set of interaction Hamiltonians, defined by 
H„(j) = h. + v^Cj) . (3.8) 
^ J 
The Green's functions associated with h. and {H (j)} are denoted by g. 
2  ^ J 
and G^(j) respectively. 
The ket-vectors |$(ja)> are defined to be the eigensolutions of 
channel (j) and state (a) of the eigenequation 
[E(ja) - hj]|*(ja)> = 0 . (3.9) 
Using the procedure of Chapter II, Section A leads to the construction 
of ket-vectors |x^^^(ja)>, which are solutions to the eigenequation 
[E(jo) - B^(j)]|x(-)(ja)> = 0 , (3.10) 
in terms of the noninteracting Hamiltonian ket-vector. That is, 
lx£~^(ja)> = !'i>(ja)> + Gj^(j) v^(j) I4i(ja)> . (3.11) 
This may be rewritten in terms of the Green's functions and the Green's 
function inverses as follows 
|x&-)(jo)> = [1 + 0^(0) v*(j)]|*(jo)> 
= G^(j)[G^^(j) + v^(j)J l(()(ja)> 
Apply the identity Eq. (3.7). Then 
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Ix^ \ja)> = G^Cj) gj^1$(ja)> . (3.12) 
The inverse equation is readily seen to be 
|*(jo)> = gj G~^(j)|x^-^(ja)> . (3.13) 
Using Eq. (3.13) for $ and £' leads to 
|xj"^(ja)> = G^(j) G-t(j)|x(*)(ja)> . (3.14) 
The identity Eq. (3.14) describes the connection between two 
scattered waves evolving from the same two-cluster channel under the 
£ influence of different cluster interactions. Suppose that v (j) is the 
'exact' microscopic interaction between two nuclei, and that v (j) is 
some phenomenological optical potential. Then Eq. (3.14) describes the 
connection between the 'exact* scattering vector and the model vector. 
It provides a starting point for a study of the systematic departure of 
the many-body wave vector from the more readily calculated model wave 
vector. The operator G^(j) G^^(j) may be expanded using the spectator 
expansion described in Chapter II. As such this provides a ready 
framework for discussing convergence and the appositeness of various 
approximations. 
B. Two Potential Form of transition Matrix 
The theory of the scattering matrix S (Chapter II, Section A) 
describes the on-shell transition matrix T by the two equivalent 
expressions. 
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= <y(r)(6)|v^|4i(a)> (3.15a) 
and 
?(!% + fg) = <*f(6)|v^|?f*)(a)> . (3.15b) 
Here the indices (i) and (f) specify the entrance and exit channels 
respectively, whereas (a) and (g) are state labels in the respective 
channels. 
Consider the action of an entrance channel perturbation (denoted 
by U^) upon the eigenket |(j)^(a)>. From the identity Eqs. (3.12) and 
(3.13) it is evident that 
|*i(o)> = 6^(0^1 - Ui)|x^*)(a)> . (3.16) 
and 
<Yf")(B)| = <*f(6)|Ggl G . (3.17) 
Applying the Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) to Eq. (3.15a), we obtain for the 
transition matrix element the expression 
T(i^ ^  fg) = <*f(6)|Gfl G[V"-] [G^(G:^ - U^)]|xt*)(G)>.(3.18) 
The resolvent identity Eq. (3.5) applied to G and G^ leads to 
G = G^ + G^ G = G^ + G G^ . (3.19) 
Thus 
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G = G , (3.20) 
and Eq. (3.18) becomes 
7(1* fg) = <*f(6) G~^ G^ v"- G(G:^ - D^)|x^'*'\a)> • (3.21) 
From the resolvent inverse Eq. (3.7), note that 
G"^ = G~^ - , (3.22) 
this implies that 
T(i^ ^  fg) = <*f(G)|Ggl G^ G(G"^ + V"- - Ui)|x(*)(a)> 
= <*f(6)|Ggl G^ V^|x^"^^(a)> + <*f(6)|Gfl G^ 0(7^ - U^) 
X |Xi^\a)> . (3.23) 
Applying Eq. (3.19) this becomes 
T(i^ ^  fg) = <4f(6)|Gfl vi|x(+)(a)> + <4.^(6) 1 G~^(G - G.) 
X (v"- - ni)|x^*)(a)> 
= <*f(6) |G]^ G(V'- - U"-) |xj'^\a)> + <*f(6) u"" 
= |Xi*)(a)> . (3.24) 
or equivalently 
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T(i^ fg) = <w( \g)|(V^ - n^)|Xi'*'\«)> + <*f(6)|Gfl U^|Xi'^^(ct)> . 
(3.25) 
Equation (3.25) is the form alluded to in the literature as the two-
potential formula (30). 
it has been incorrectly asserted by Goldberger and Watson (44) that 
the second term of Eq. (.3.25) vanishes identically, regardless of the 
interaction U^. If the interaction is an optical potential connecting 
only elastic and inelastic scattered states of the incident channel, 
then the so-called Lippmann's identity (36) obtains and this term is 
indeed zero. However, for a general many-body scattering interaction 
this is not the case and this term may connect breakup states of the 
incident channel with the two-cluster exit channel. Fortunately, for 
most physical processes in which the two-potential formula has been 
applied, the first term appears dominant, and secondly the approximations 
made in using distorted wave approximations often explicitly force the 
second term to zero. 
Suppose we consider that class of direct reactions described as 
two-cluster rearrangement collisions. Schematically such processes may 
be represented by 
A + (BC) ^ (AC) + B , (3.26) 
where (BC) and (AC) are bound states of the subclusters B, C and A, C 
respectively. In the entrance and exit channels A, B, (BC), and (AC) 
are readily identified as distinct bound states of more elementary 
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constituents. The reaction (see Fig. 5) describes the transfer of the 
subcluster C from a bound state (BC) to a bound state (AC). 
The Hôuniltonians for A, B, and C are h^, h^, and h^. The total 
noninteracting Hamiltonian is defined 
^o = ^A + ^  + ^ C • (3-27) 
The subcluster interactions which form the bound states (BC) and (AC) 
are and The total interaction between the clusters A, B, and 
C is 
The channel Hamiltonians for the reaction Eq. (3.26) are 
and 
= H + V. - = H + V. . (3.30) 
f o AC or 
The channel interactions become 
V = '°-Vi - Vab+\C (3-31) 
and 
= V°-Vj = + Vgg . (3.32) 
The total Hamiltonian may be described as 
, a E (o, i, f) . (3.33) 
Figure 5. Two-cluster rearrangement collision 
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The corresponding propagators are 
= (Z - H^)"^ , a E (i, f, T) . (3.34) 
Consider the two-potential formula as described by Eq. (3.25); 
letting = V^, this becomes 
(3.35) 
The contributions from the second term of Eq. (3.35) depend upon the 
exact nature of the rearrangement channel and energy regime of interest. 
For incident energies below some critical energy E^, no breakup states 
of the incident channel may exist. 
Note that the bra ^(g)| and ket (o)> may be written using 
the identities of Section A as 
(B) I = <*(($) I + (S) I (v^ + Vgg) jTiSTHj ".36) 
and 
|xf^a)> = l*iW> + E-iLH. ' (3-3?) 
Equations (3.36) and (3.37) display the integral solution to the entrance 
and exit wavefunctions in the iterative form. In the next section, the 
eikonal approximation to these wavefunctions is developed. 
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C. The Eikonal Approximation 
From Chapter II, we know that any operator or integral quantity may 
one generally selects a set such that convergence to the 'real' or 
model problem is enhanced. In the case of intermediate energies the 
eikonal (or high energy approximation) (43) has been used with sci-e 
success in elastic and inelastic scattering (45-48;. Tekou (49) has 
applied it to the formulation of the pickup reaction. My approach in 
Sections Cand D follows closely his development, although certain points 
of emphasis are different. 
Consider the transition amplitude for the neutron pickup reaction, 
in which a proton incident upon nucleus A picks up a neutron to form a 
deuteron leaving a residual nucleus B. Schematically this is 
In the following development I shall only consider the first term 
in the two-potential formula Eq. (3.35), since the second term does not 
contribute to the direct reaction amplitude but may be of some interest 
in higher order processes. 
exit channel eigenequations. In detail, the unsymmetrized wavefunctions 
may be written as 
be expanded about an arbitrary set of functions. As a matter of course 
p + A d + B (3.38) 
Let and $ _ represent channel solutions of the entrance and in out 
in 
'A* A ^p I 
VP L,m,,S,y 
A A' A''A 
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and 
.z»-
X Ï <J^M >U  ^ X  ^ . (3.40) 
^d'^d'^d^d ^ ^  
Here the *X* is the spin function, the 'U' is the space wavefunction, 
the '<!>' is the standard Clebsch-Gordon coupling constants (35), and 
the is the momentum vector of the various particle clusters. 
We need only consider the matrix elements of 
The stationary states 1(B) and w(^^(a) are those evolved from 
out m 
and according to Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) respectively. 
The solutions of these equations cannot be obtained exactly for this 
example when realistic nucléon potentials are employed. 
Under the assumption of sufficiently high entrance and exiting 
energy ( 31) of the proton and deuteron respectively, the wavefunctions 
in the eikonal approximation may be written as 
^ ^ ® (3.42) 
and 
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(-) -i-
'out ' 
-ifdEtrp-rn'ri-fz' 
(3.43) 
The functions 4) „ and _ are the eikonal phase shifts and are defined 
pB CLD 
by the expressions 
'pB JB 
(3.44) 
and 
* dB = jg %i'-\ - 'j) + - 'j' (3.45) 
with 
Xjj(r) = 
' . 0  
Vj^(b,z')dz' = , V (b,z')dz' (3.46) 
PB 
and 
Vj2^b,z')dz' Hv dB 
Vjg^b,z')dz' (3.47) 
In Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47), v. is the relative velocity of particles j 
3 ^  
and £. At high incident and exiting velocity v may be reasonably 
replaced by and respectively. 
The amplitude of the neutron pickup reaction Eq. (3.41) with full 
spin and angular coupling is written as 
V = ^"a«AVpI^B»BW 
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z VA Vd SdWd> 
sum over repeated indices 
^ <Vd S^B'^^VA- S"B Vd* I\"A VP^ • (3.48) 
where the matrix element T(L^m^; L^m^ L^m^) is defined by 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
\ = % (3.51) 
In Eq. (3.49) the quantity ' ' is the deuteron vertex function 
defined in Appendix C and contains the information about the deuteron 
wavefunction and the proton-neutron interaction. The function *N' con­
tains the neutron overlap wavefunction between the incident A-particle 
nucleus and the residual B-particle nucleus as well as the distortion 
factors arising from the interaction of the B-spectators in both the 
entrance and exit channels. In terms of the wavefunction 13^ and U^, 
this function is 
.(3.52) 
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and W, the distortion function, is written in terms of the eikonal 
phase shifts as 
"^^p'V *•* ^5) = exp[i4,pg(rp,r^, ••• r^) + i<^~g(?p,?^,r^, ... r ^ ) ]  
(3.53) 
If we now define the individual nucléon distortion functions w~(r) by 
5 1- exp(iXj (r^^)) , (3.54) 
then Eq. (3.53) may be written as 
W = n [1 + w (r ,r ,r_)] , (3.55) 
jeB J J P n 
where 
(3.56) 
By inserting a complete set of wavefunctions of the residual 
target B, the function N may be written as the product of the pickup 
neutron wavefunction U(r) and the integrated distortion factor 
F(r ,r ). That is, 
p n 
'S'"'"'' ' 
D B 
with 
".5B) 
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and 
(3.59) 
It makes apparent how one can explicitly include multistep processes. 
Intermediate states may easily be included in the incident channel as 
well. Naturally, an extensive proliferation of such states will result 
in a computationally intensive problem. Fortunately, the physical 
process of interest appears to be dominated by diagonal elements. A 
direct nuclear reaction is one dominated by at most a few states coupled 
significantly to the initial and final states. 
One estimate of the contribution of each intermediate state 
neutron wavefunction of nucleus B may be obtained by the computation of 
2 
the spectroscopic factors |8(XgVg L^m^)| . 
D. The Nucleon-Nucleon Distortion Functions 
The evaluation of the distortion factor F which represents the 
perturbing effect of the B-spectator particles on the incoming and out­
going waves, depends in detail upon the distortion function W Eq. (3.55). 
As we can see from Eqs. (3.54), (3.55) and (3.56), this ultimately 
requires some knowledge of the eikonal nucleon-nucleon wave shifts. 
The nucleon-nucleon eikonal phase shift functions X (r) are related 
to the elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude A(q). Using the 
(3.60) 
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eikonal propagator the relation is 
A(q) = - y/2ir 
- + ,  
EIQ-R V(?) , (3.61) 
where y is the reduced nucleon-nucleon mass. 
In order to demonstrate the connection between the scattering 
amplitude A(q) and nucleon-nucleon distortion function w~(r), note that 
Eqs. (3.54) may also be written in integral form as 
w^(r) = i/Rv V(b,z')eiX (b,z')a2, (3.62a) 
and 
w (r) = i/Hv V(b,z')eiX (^'Z'^dz' (3.62b) 
Taking the Fourier transform of A(q), then yields for w (r) the expres­
sions 
w^ (r) 
1 r 3 
-y— 1 d q A(q ,q )e 
(2ir) ik 
Z -iq •z' 
dz' (3.63a) 
and 
w (r) = 
(2Tr)^ik 
3 -K 
d q A(q^,q^)e 
fco _iq «z' 
e ^ dz' , (3.63b) 
where q^ and q^ are the transverse and longitudinal momentum transfers 
respectively. 
The nucleon-nucleon amplitude A(q) may be expanded in a Taylor 
series about q^ = 0. Thus we obtain the expression 
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" (q ) , \ 
A(q) = I ,0) 
n=0 
(3.64) 
where 
A(*)(qt,0) = (a/Bq^)* A(q) (3.65) 
q =0 
Substitution of Eq. (3.64) into Eqs. (3.63a) and (3.63b) yields the 
relations 
w^(r) *-(z) A^°^(b) 
2TTik n! n 
(3.66) 
I w;(r) , 
n=0 
(3.67) 
where 
4+(z) = (3.68a) 
and 
$ (z) = 
n 
6(*)(z')dz' (3.68b) 
Here 6(z) is the usual Dirac delta function, and the derivatives 
ô(°^(z) are defined by 
6(*)(z) = (d/dz)" 6(z) (3.69) 
The properties of the functions deserve some comment. For 
n = 0, they become 
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tgCz) = 8^(z) = < 
1 z > 0 
1/2 2=0 
.0 z < 0 
(3.70a) 
r 0 
LI 
2 > 0 
$q(z) = 6 (z) = < 1/2 z = 0 
z < 0 
(3.70b) 
Note also the reflection of .(z). (n) 
6(°)(z')d2' 
«'"'(-zMdz' 
= - 6^°^(z')dz' ; n = 1, 2, 3, 
n = 1, 2, 3, (3.71) 
Equation (3.71) is the reflection identity for $ (-) (n) 
Consider a typical representation of the spin-isospin averaged 
nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude to be the parametrization 
,2  2 
(3.72) 
TOT 
In Eq. (3.72), k is the relative momentum, o___ is total nucleon-nucleon 
No 
NN 
cross section at the interaction energy, a is ratio of real to 
imaginary strengths of the forward amplitude, and 3 corresponds to a 
TOT 
measure of the nucleon-nucleon interaction range. In general k, , 
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NN 
a , and B will be different for the incoming and outgoing waves. The 
distinction will, however, be ignored for the present. 
The parametrization Eq. (3.72) yields, when inserted in Eq. (3.66) 
for the w^(r), 
w;(r) = r(b) $*(z)(-g/2)* H (0) , (3.73) 
n n; n n 
where 
r(b) = a™^(l - ia^)e"^ , (3.74) 
Ztt 3 
and the H^(0) are the Hermite polynomials (50) evaluated at zero. The 
H^(0) satisfy the recurrence equation 
= (-2)(n + l)H^(O) . (3.75) 
The initial values = 1 and = 0, then imply that in w~(r) all 
n = odd integer terms vanish, and furthermore that 
w^(?) = r(b)6-(z) (3.76) 
w^(?) = ± r(b)Ô^^"^\z) [(n - 1)!!] (3.77) 
n = 2, 4, 6, 
Define now the quantities w (z), such that 
w (r) = r(b) w (z) . (3.78) 
-V + 
We can immediately write down the expression for w (z). 
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w-(z) = 0-(z) ± I (6//2)° (3.79) 
n=2 (even integers) 
The nucleon-nucleon distortion function w~(r) Eq. (3.79) is often 
truncated at first term. The effects of such truncation on an arbitrary 
density function p(r) are investigated in Chapter IV. Typical Glauber 
multiple scattering approximations (17,18,45) are a result of such a 
truncation in the application of the eikonal procedure to elastic and 
inelastic scattering. Different levels of truncation of Eq. (3.79) 
result in a specific family of spectator expansions. 
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IV. SENSITIVITIES OF THE REACTION CROSS SECTION IN AN EIKONAL MODEL 
A. Convergence of the Nucleon-Nucleon Distortion Functions 
The nucleon-nucleon distortion functions w~(r) appear only in 
integrals over nuclear density functions. Consider a model density 
function p(r), which is parametrized by a normalized gaussian distribu­
tion of the form 
1 p( r )  =  — r — e  .  ( 4 . 1 )  
o 
Here the RMS radius is /S/Z R and R is a measure of the nuclear size. 
o o 
Define a function T(r) by 
T(r) E 
or alternatively by 
d^r' p(r') w^(r - r') , (4.2) 
T(r) = I , (4.3) 
n=0 ^ 
where by using Eq. (3.67), the T^(r) can be shown to equal 
IJÎ) = d \ '  p(r') w^(r - r') . (4.4) 
n 
Substitution of Eqs. (3.76) and (3.77) into Eq. (4.4) then gives 
T (r) = t(^) 
o 
1 - r(i,zW)/27r^ Z > 0 
O 
L r(i,a^/R^)/2TT^ 
(4.5) 
z < 0 
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and 
T^(r) = t(b) { -(g//2"R^)° h^_^(Z/R^)} , (4.6) 
for n = 2, 4, 6, , and 
T^(r) = 0 , for n = 1, 3, 5, ••• ; (4.7) 
2 
the function r(j,x ) is an incomplete gamma function (50) defined by 
the equation 
r(i,x^) = 2 r e"^ dt , XQ 1 0 , (4.8) 
•'x 
o 
and the transverse function t(b) is defined by 
t(^) = - ic^)/(3^ + Ro)/2n . (4.9) 
The functions h^ ^ (x) are the Gaussian weighted Hermite polynomials 
_ 2 
h (x) = H (x) e * , (4.10) 
n n 
and satisfy the recursion equation 
h (x) = 2x h (x) - 2n h (x) ; (4.11) 
n+x n n—X 
the initial values of H (x) are H = 1 and H, = 2x. 
no 1 
From the results of Eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) it is evident that 
T(r) is factorable into a function of Z, and the function t(b) of the 
transverse coordinate. We may write 
T(r) = t(b) z(Z) . (4.12) 
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The function z(Z) is defined for Z > 0 as 
œ / 2 x ^ 
z(Z) = 1 - rQ,zW) - I (2n-l)!! / _3^ j h (Z/R ) , (4.13a) 
n=l (2n) ! V 2R^ / ° 
o 
and for Z < 0 as 
CO . 2 \ 
2(Z) = r(i,Z^/R^) - I (2n-l)!!/ , (Z/R ) . (4.13b) 
° n=l (2n)! \ 2R^ ^ ° 
o 
A careful examination shows that the function (z(Z) - i) is anti­
symmetric about Z = 0. Figure 6 shows the characteristic behavior of 
z(Z) for 3 = 1.4 and R =6.0. 
o 
The convergence of z(Z) may be investigated by an examination of 
the asymptotic behavior of the n-th term of the series for fixed 
X = Z(R^). 
S„ = (S'/2R2)" (2-1) ' ' 
From Abramowitz and Stegun (50), I obtain the asymptotic properties of 
the Hermite polynomials H^(x). Thus the asymptotic behavior of h^(x) 
may be written as 
i 2 
h^(x) = (^) 2° e~^ j cos(x/l + 2n - mr/2) 
. [1 + 6([n + &|"*)] . (4.15) 
Substitution of Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.14) yields after simplification 
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1.0 
0 . 5  
0 . 0  
TO -15.0 5 . 0  15.0 -5.0 
Z (fm) 
Figure 6. Converged function z(Z) for 3 = 1.4 fm and - 6.0 fm 
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2 2 ^ (6 /R:) _ i 2 
(^) e ^ sin(x/4n- 1) [1 + &(|2n-&| ^ )j . (4.16) 
Then we notice that 
IS^I < S° , (4.17) 
where 
S° = I E""" /2[L + A/(2N-I) ] (4.18) 
for some finite value a. The series defined as 
M 
F° E Z S° . (4.19) 
n=M 
for some M < <» is seen to converge absolutely for all x, provided 
\ M J  <  1  ,  ( 4 . 2 0 )  
by comparison of Eq. (4.19) with the geometric series 
F = I r^ < 00 , for [rl < 1 . (4.21) 
^ n=0 
Since the series F° dominates the series F^, the function z(Z) converges 
absolutely for < 1. Physically this restriction is roughly 
equivalent to a statement about the relative ranges of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction and the size of the nuclear bound system. 
For intermediate energies Vary and Dover (42) have found that for 
the parametrization of the scattering amplitude A(q) Eq. (3.72) the 
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range 3 of the nucleon-nucleon interaction is roughly 1.2 1.6 fm. For 
real nuclei the nuclear radius runs over a range of 1.9 5.5 fm from 
helium through lead. Thus the function z(Z) is well behaved even for 
small nuclear systems. 
In Figure 7 the behavior of z(Z) as a function of is displayed. 
Note the smooth transition from the average value of z(0) =0.5 to the 
maximum of 1.0. As a function of the function z(Z) appears to attain 
approximately 90% of full value for z(R^). 
A question of considerable importance for real densities is the 
rate of convergence of the series for z(Z) as a function of the nuclear 
size. In Fig. 8 I compare the results of using w^(Z), Cw^(Z) + w^CZ)), 
and w"*"(Z) to obtain the function z(Z). Notice in Fig. 8 that for the 
worst possible rate of convergence of z(Z), i.e., (R^ small), the 
improvement between the zero-th order result and the second order result 
is not particularly great. A better way of viewing the difference is 
to consider the ratio of zero-th and second order terms to the converged 
result. From Fig. 9 we can see that the maximum discrepancy in the 
zero-th order case is "^5% ^ ereas for the second order case it is 'V'3% 
for R = 2 fm. Furthermore as R increases to 4 fm the maximum dis-
o o 
crepancy is of the order of '^^1.6% and even smaller for R^ = 6 fm. Our 
conclusion is that within the accuracy of the parametrization of the 
scattering amplitude, the function z(Z) is well described by retaining 
only the first term. This is equivalent to approximating the distortion 
functions w~(r) by the first term alone, i.e.. 
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Figure 7. Behavior of the function z(Z) as the size parameter R 
increases and B is held fixed at 1.4 fm 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the function z(Z) for zero-order, second-order 
and converged results 
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Figure 9. Comparison of ratio of z /z , for R = 2.0, 4.0, 6.0 
6. ind s - 1.4 fm " converged 
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w-(r) = r(b) e-(Z) . (4.22) 
Except for the very smallest nuclear systems, the approximation Eq. 
(4.22) should be adequate. This conclusion is reinforced by noting 
that real nuclear densities may be expected to be considerably softer 
than are Gaussian densities. The equivalent values would be larger 
and the convergence enhanced. 
B. The Deuteron Vertex Function and Sensitivities 
At low energies (less than ^ 100 MeV) a common approach to the 
calculation of the transition amplitude Eq. (3.49) has been to replace 
the vertex functions d^(r) by point vertex functions (51) of the form 
~ ~ ^LM "^^^p ~ ^ n^ ' (^-23) 
It has been standard practice as well to retain only the S-state vertex 
function under the assumption that this term dominates the (p,d) reac­
tion. While this is certainly true at low enough energy (^40 MeV), it 
is worth examining the Fourier transform of the vertex functions to 
obtain some insight into the relative contributions of the S-state and 
D-state versus momentum mismatch A. The Fourier transform of the 
deuteron vertex function is defined by 
= f dj^Cr) d\ (4.24a) 
or 
^(^) = (i)^ Y^(Q) D^(Q) , (4.24b) 
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where 
D^(Q) = AIT eff r j^(Qr) uf^^(r)dr . (A.25) 
0 ^ ^ 
The momentum mismatch A = ^  - ^ ,/2 is a function of the incident 
P a 
proton kinetic energy and the mass of the target. Figure 10 plots the 
vertex function D^(A) versus A, and the incident kinetic energy against 
A for forward scattering. As can be seen at low momentum mismatch, the 
S-state is clearly dominant, whereas between 1.3 and 3.A fm the 
D-state appears to be dominant. At about 500 MeV proton kinetic energy 
the S-state contribution is virtually zero. The forward cross section 
for 700 MeV kinetic energy is dominated by the D-state, although there 
is a significant admixture of the S-state as well. 
In order to address the questions about sensitivities in a 
systematic fashion I begin by rewriting Eq. (3.A9) for the transition 
amplitude with the Fourier transforms of the vertex functions. Thus 
° I - Î) 
n p L^m^ p' n 
(A.26) 
and 
$ = + $» • (4.27) 
P n 
The zero-range approximation may be obtained by examining the Taylor 
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Figure 10. The solid curve is the S-state of 0^(6) and the dot-dash curve shows the behavior the 
D-state of Dt(A) plotted against the momentum transfer A; the dashed curve shows the 
momentum mismatch between the proton and deuteron for 0° scattering over the range of 
proton kinetic energy 
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series expansion of the vertex functions - k) about k 
This may be written as 
= 0 .  
^  ^  » (- k - V ) "  .  
- » " io (k) (4.28) 
k=Q 
Substitution of Eq. (4.28) into Eq. (4.26) yields for the transi­
tion amplitude the expression 
T = y T 
r. n n=0 
(4.29) 
where the n-th term is defined as 
T 
(2n) 
. (-k . ? )"" 
d\ d^- Î ^ 
d^ 'd P J 
VA P " 
(4.30a) 
The n = 0 zero term is 
^ V <5p) j • (4.30b) 
IT) d d •' A A 
T 
o (2n " "d"'d
I shall refer to this term as the zero-range trunction (ZRT). The ZRT 
has the advantage over the zero-range approximation that the strength 
of the vertex constants are specified rather than adjusted from a 
phenomenological basis. Furthermore, it includes in a natural manner 
both the S-state and D-state strengths. The general terms for arbitrary 
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n may be simplified by repeated use of the divergence theorem and the 
chain rule for differentiation. Under these manipulations Eq. (4.30a) 
becomes 
T 
(2,)3 
d^r d^r ô(r - r ) e ° 
n p p n 
A simple examination reveals that Eq. (4.31) reduces to Eq. (4.30b) for 
n = 0 as it should. The form of Eq. (4.31) makes it clear that unless 
the series Eq. (4.28) converges very rapidly in the energy regime of 
interest, the 'simplification' introduced by Eq. (4.31) would not 
present any advantage over the exact finite range calculation (52) , since 
the gradient mixing terms may be expected to be difficult to evaluate 
s^ uipl.jr • 
In order to compare the ZRT with the exact finite range vertex 
functions, it is useful to construct the model calculations within an 
analytic framework. To this end the vertex functions d^ (r) have 
d™d 
been fit to a sum of Gaussians (see Tables 1 and 2) as are the neutron 
wavefunctions (see Table 3). 
In Section A the behavior of the nucleon-nucleon distortion factors 
w (r) was discussed. We found that a reasonable truncation of the 
series representation may be 
w-(?) % w^(r) = r-(b) e-(Z) . (4.32) 
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Table 1. Gaiissian fit coefficients of deuteron D-state 
vertex function generated from Reid soft core 
potential 
Form: U®^^(r) = r^ % c9 exp(-a^ r^) 
j=l J J 
M = 25 
i •; 
1 .2024014E + 05 .6684000E + 01 
2 -.1098078E + 05 .4856000E + 01 
3 9282914E + 05 .2025500E + 02 
4 -.5080554E + 01 .6063700E - 01 
5 .2459807E + 05 .2668785E + 02 
6 .7551059E + 05 .1846687E + 02 
7 -.1506456E + 05 .8345700E + 01 
8 .3837713E + 04 .3812730E + 01 
9 -.7432679E + 03 .2346205E + 01 
10 .4953998E + 01 .6438500E + 00 
11 -.3612253E + 02 .8784360E + 00 
12 -.2925754E + 01 .4166280E + 00 
13 .7442443E + 00 .2770020E + 00 
14 -.8358696E + 00 .2190330E + 00 
15 .5911094E + 00 .1690240E + 00 
16 -.4100525E + 00 .1398840E + 00 
17 .3970916E + 01 .5520000E - 01 
18 .2951982E + 00 .9918500E - 01 
19 -.2152051E + 01 .7357200E - 01 
20 .4522515E + 01 .6751000E - 01 
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Table 1. Continued 
J ^ 'j 
21 .1377630E - 01 .3280000E - 01 
22 .1285684E + 00 .4050000E - 01 
23 -.1239874E - 02 .2940000E - 01 
24 -.1524743E + 01 .5124000E - 01 
25 -.6306129E - 01 .3650000E - 01 
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Table 2. Gaussian fit coefficients of deuteron S-state 
vertex function generated from Reid soft core 
potential 
M 
Form: = r ^ exp(-a? r^) 
^ j=l 3 J 
M = 25 
1 .6108439E + 04 .6684000E + 01 
2 -.4936616E + 04 .4856000E + 01 
3 5106693E + 03 .2025500E + 02 
4 -.4642542E + 02 .6063700E - 01 
5 -.8365475E + 02 .2668700E + 02 
6 .3246480E + 03 .1846687E + 02 
7 -.3528151E + 04 .8324570E + 01 
8 .3311058E + 04 .3812730E + 01 
9 -.6071844E + 03 .2346205E + 01 
10 -.7553494E + 02 .8784360E + 00 
11 .9676435E + 01 .6438500E + 00 
12 -.7028647E + 01 .4166280E + 00 
13 .3517861E + 01 .2770020E + 00 
14 -.4477011E + 01 .2190330E + 00 
15 .4016737E + 01 .1690240E + 00 
16 -.3094156E + 01 .1398840E + 00 
17 .3652883E + 02 .5520000E - 01 
18 .2501570E + 01 .9918500E - 01 
19 -.1930382E + 02 .7357200E - 01 
20 .4093158E + 02 .6751000E — 01 
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Table 2. Continued 
3 c, «i 
21 .1299794E + 00 .3280000E - 01 
22 .1201281E + 01 .4050000E - 01 
23 -.1179464E - 01 .2940000E - 01 
24 -.1408953E + 02 .5124000E - 01 
25 -.5919600E + 00 .3650000E - 01 
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Table 3. Gaussian fit coefficients of a Ip 3/2 neutron 
wavefunction generated from density dependent 
Hartree-Fock code for carbon 12 
2 M 2 
Form; UCr) = r C. exp(-a. r ) 
3=1 ^ ^ 
M = 13 
1 .2534095E + 00 .2100000E + 01 
2 -.1925597E + 01 .1040000E + 01 
3 -.3627780E - 01 .4300000E + 01 
4 -.2562850E + 02 .5400000E + 00 
5 -.3563548E + 01 .3450000E + 00 
6 .7491653E + 00 .2340000E + 00 
7 .1702169E + 02 .4550000E + 00 
8 .1341978E + 02 .6560000E + 00 
9 .1135376E + 00 .7820000E - 01 
10 -.1948351E + 00 .6607000E - 01 
11 .1944234E + 00 .5700000E - 01 
12 -.1288989E + 00 .5000000E - 01 
13 .4757558E - 01 .4650000E - 01 
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From the properties of the theta functions 6 Eqs. (3.70a) and (3.70b) 
we see that 
8+(Z) + e~(Z) = 1 . (4.33) 
-J- _ 
Since the functions T and F are both smooth functions having similar 
strength and range parameters, it is reasonable to replace the theta 
functions by their average values of 1/2. Thus the functions w^, 
Eq. (3.56), becomes 
Wj(r^jTpjT^) ? [-ir (bp-bj) - ir (bp-bj) - Jr (b^-bj) 
+ (ir'^(b + ir"(b -5.)(ir"(2 -^.))] (4.34) 
P ] P J n J 
where 
r-(b) = - ia^^-hexp(-b^/B^) . (4.35) 
2ïïB 
In principle the range Q would also very from the incident to the exit 
channel. However the work of Vary and Dover (42) indicates that the 
range parameter is comparatively insensitive to the energy fluctuations. 
For the tests I make, S shall be fixed at 1.24 Fermi. 
The total distortion function W of Eq. (3.55) may be written as a 
series in the number of nucléons in the residual target which participate 
in the scattering. 
_ B _ _ _ _ _ 
W = 1 - ^ w. + ^ w. w. - ^ w. w, w + ••• . (4.36) 
jeB : j#k J j#kf& J k 
Recall that the function W appears in the integrated distortion factor 
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V Eq. (3.59). Consider only diagonal scattering (LgHig) = 
B B 
(^BV^). Then F simplifies to 
F(rp'fn) ' p (r^.r^, ••• r^) WCr^.r^^.r^, ••• r^)d ••• d 
(4.37) 
Substitution of Eq. (4.35) into Eq. (4.37) then yields a spectator expan­
sion in the residual target density. 
1 + ^ 2'îp'^ n' + ••• (4-38) 
~ — 3 
p • • • V7 d r- • • • d r (4.39) 
JL z n X n 
where is the n-body density of the resident target. It is this 
density expansion which introduces nucleon-nucleon correlations. The 
scattering of the incident proton or exiting deuteron from target 
nucléon to target nucléon is affected by the strong short range 
correlations existing between the 'spectator' of the residual target. 
In order to evaluate the finite range transition amplitude, it is 
necessary to specify the model in which this is to be done. To this 
end we shall consider the reaction cross sections obtained by retaining 
only the first two terms of the density expansion Eq. (4.38). If the 
target density is expressible as a Gaussian or a sum of Gaussians, the 
distortion F becomes an expression in Gaussians. Then the transition 
amplitude takes the form of the double folded asymmetric Gaussian which 
is discussed in Appendix D. The evaluation of the transition amplitude 
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is now expressible in terms of analytic functions. Suppose we consider 
the sensitivity of the cross section in this model to the details of the 
density- Table 4 contains the coefficients for the residual target 
density of carbon-11 fit to a sum of Gaussians. The density of the 
carbon-12 target was generated by a density dependent Hartree-Fock 
code (53) and the density of residual target was obtained by subtrac­
tion of the single particle density of the captured neutron. The 
TOT 
values used for the total nucleon-nucleon cross section (o^ ) and 
NN 
alpha (a ) are given in Table 5. Figure 11 displays the results of 
using the realistic density (Table 4) as opposed to single Gaussian 
densities (see Section A) with = 1.826, 2.085, 2.355 fm. Notice 
that for = 2.085 fm the cross section is virtually identical to that 
of the realistic density. This leads us to speculate that the radius 
of the single Gaussian density could be adjusted to yield a close 
resemblance to the realistic density, leading to a considerable sim­
plification of the higher order terms in Eq. (4.38) 
From Fig. 10 we obtained some indication of the relative importance 
of S and D-state contributions to the reaction cross section at different 
energies. In Figs. 12 through 16 the total differential cross section, 
the S-state and D-state contributions are displayed for the reaction 
12 IX C(p,d) C(3/2 g.s.) for a range of energies. We can see that the 
results are consistent with the systematics to be expected from Fig. 10. 
How sensitive are the results to the zero-range truncation (ZRT)? 
In Figs. 17 through 22 the reaction cross section calculated through 
first order in the realistic density is displayed for both the FR and 
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Table 4. Gaussian fit coefficients for realistic 
Hartree-Fock carbon-11 density, normalized to 
unity 
^ o /o o 
Form: pCr) = % C.(a./n) exp(-a. r ) 
j=l J J J 
M 
Z C, = 1 
3=1 : 
M = 10 
1 .411334549E - 03 .741894153E - 01 
2 .845453470E - 01 .148378831E + 00 
3 -.546794586E + 00 .222568246E + 00 
4 .663778679E + 01 .296757661E + 00 
5 -.264960114E + 02 .370947076E + 00 
6 .604007273E + 02 .445136492E + 00 
7 -.641846813E + 02 .519325907E + 00 
8 .241154588E + 02 .593515322E + 00 
9 .583670412E + 01 .667704738E + 00 
10 -.484814650E + 01 .741894153E + 00 
100 
Table 5. The nucleon-nucleon cross sections and alpha a values^ 
used for energy dependent comparison of finite range vertex 
functions and the zero-range truncation 
Incident Kinetic Energy Ojjjj (+) (-) NN, . NN._. 
(MEV) (EM FM) (EM FM) « a K ) 
50 5.00 5.00 1.87 1.87 
100 5.00 5.00 1.87 1.87 
300 3.50 4.00 0.60 1.00 
500 3.46 4.30 0.55 0.800 
700 4.23 3.00 0.20 0.600 
800 4.32 3.50 0.144 0.600 
1050 4.39 3.46 -0.073 0.550 
^The values listed in this table correspond to the values used in 
tests of finite range vertex function versus zero-range truncation com­
puted through first order in density. They are meant to represent 
reasonable average values of these quantities at these energies. Some 
variation from accepted values may be expected. 
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12c(p,d)^C(3/2" g.s.) 
Realistic density 
R = 1.826 fm 
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o 
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Figure 11. Sensitivity of first-order finite range calculation to 
realistic density and single Gaussian densities parameterized 
by R 
o 
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Figure 12. Comparison of deuteron S-state and D-state contributions to 
the differential cross section at 50 MeV and 100 MeV 
incident proton kinetic energy 
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Figure 13. Comparison of deuteron S-state and D-state contributions to 
differential cross section at 300 MeV proton kinetic energy 
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Figure 14. Comparison of deuteron S-state and D-state contributions to 
differential cross section of 500 MeV proton kinetic energy 
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Figure 15. Comparison of deuteron S-state and D-state contributions to 
differential cross section at 700 MeV proton kinetic energy 
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Figure lô. Comparison of deuteron S-state and D-state contributions to 
differential cross section at 1050 MeV proton kinetic energy 
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Figure 17. Comparison of finite range versus zero range deuteron vertex 
function at 50 MeV and 100 MeV 
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Figure 18. Comparison of finite range versus zero range deuteron vertex 
function at 300 MeV 
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Figure 19. Comparison of finite range versus zero range deuteron vertex 
function at 500 MeV 
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Figure 20. Comparison of finite range versus zero range deuteron vertex 
function at 700 MeV 
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Figure 21. Comparison of finite range versus zero range deuteron vertex 
function at 800 MeV 
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Figure 22. Comparison of finite range versus zero range deuteron vertex 
function at 1050 MeV 
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ZRT. It is noteworthy that throughout the energy range displayed, the 
ZRT appears to conform reasonably with FR calculation; for low energies 
the primary difference appears to be a slight rotation of the cross 
section. As the energy increases the differences become more pronounced, 
although the effects may be attributable to enhancement of a pointlike 
characterization of the deuteron. The diffraction minima at higher 
energies appear to sharpen. For order of magnitude effects and qualita­
tive features, the ZRT reproduces the FR calculations throughout the 
energy range examined. Detailed agreement is however not present. It 
is conceivable that the first order correction to ZRT may be adequate 
to reduce the differences between the use of truncated representation of 
the vertex function and the exact finite range for computations. 
However, the magnitude of the effort to include this first order correc­
tion will, in some cases, be comparable to the effort to treat the full 
finite range. 
Thus far we have examined certain of the qualitative sensitivities 
of the cross section through a first order in the density calculation. 
Suppose the many-body density if factorable, that is 
p^"^(l,2, ••• n) = n p(^)(i) . (4.40) 
i=l 
Then function F becomes 
= [1 - p(r) w(.r,r^,r^)d^r]^ . (4.41) 
In the ZRT this immediately simplifies the details of the computation 
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of the transition amplitude. Figure 23 shows the cross section for 
zeroth, first, second, and total distortion calculations. As can be 
seen, the first order calculation dominates the forward cross section. 
The iterated calculation displays the expected diffractive characteristics. 
In general, the many-body density is not factorable into a simple 
product of one-body densities. However, a parameterization which is 
sometimes used to account for the short range nucleon-nucleon correla­
tions in the density (54,55) is written in the form 
A A 
P (1,2,3, •••A) = (n p.)( n C.,) . (4.42) 
i j<k 
' where the p. are the single particle densities and C,, are the nucleon-
X JiC 
nucléon correlation functions. I shall parametrize the as 
C., = N(1 - X exp(-B )) . (4.43) 
JK C JK 
Here N is a normalization factor, is the correlation strength and ^ 
is a measure of the correlation range. Figure 24 compares a second 
order in the density ZRT calculation for X = 0, 6^ = 0 and X = 1, 
—2 
= 0.60 fm . As can be seen there is a perceptible difference. 
Finally we test the sensitivity to the density in a second order 
ZRT calculation. Figure 25 shows the cross section for the realistic 
density and the single Gaussian density = 2.085 fm which in Fig. 10 
was seen to correspond very closely with FR result with a realistic 
density. There is a remarkably close agreement between the results of 
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Figure 23. Comparison in zero-range calculation of differential cross 
section for zero order, first order, second order with cor­
relations in density, and iterated first order without 
correlations 
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Figure 25. Comparison of zero range calculation through second order in 
density with correlations for realistic Hartree-Fock density 
and a single Gaussian density parameterized with = 2.085 fm 
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the single Gaussian density with those of the realistic density. This 
leads to the conjecture that there is a critical size associated with the 
density from which the scattering is dominated. 
C. Conclusions and Conjectures 
Beginning with a Hamiltonian framework I have described the transi­
tion operator T for the interaction of two composite systems in which 
arbitrary multi-body potentials are allowed to exist. I have demon­
strated how few-body mean fields may be ascribed to the averaging over 
the many-body interactions, or alternatively, how auxiliary potentials 
can be introduced. In Appendix A an algebraic identity and a functional 
theorem have been presented which facilitate the reduction of N-body 
operators to finite sums of arbitrary fewer body operators. The applica­
tion of these mathematical identities to cluster-cluster interactions has 
yielded a generalized correlation expansion, referred to as the gener­
alized spectator expansion (GSE). The GSE reduces in the appropriate 
limits to the correlation expansion of ELMT (23) or to the spectator 
expansion of ST (24). It contains as well the content of the Watson 
multiple scattering (14) and that of KMT (16). Furthermore this 
framework encompasses the subcluster-subcluster correlations in a phys­
ically transparent style. The flexibility inherent in these operators 
has been delineated, and a method for systematically decoupling a many-
body operator into more manageable subpieces has been described. 
The flexibility of the GSE makes the connection between the exact 
definition of a many-body operator and approximate treatments, such as 
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impulse approximation, fixed scatterer, closure, etc., evident. It 
places them in the proper perspective as leading order terms of exact 
but different decompositions of the operators. Physically motivated 
arguments have been used to select apposite definitions of propagators 
and other operators. Emphasis has been placed upon the connection of 
such arbitrary quantities with the Hamiltonian. The nature of the GSE 
casts a more fundamental aspect upon reactions which have hitherto been 
addressed primarily by phenomenology. Note especially, the correlated 
cluster treatment of high energy back-angle proton scattering by Fujita 
and Hufner (40). Such collective effects as alpha-clustering in the 
scattering of even-even nuclei may also be addressed by this framework. 
In illustration of the adduced flexibility for elastic and inelastic 
scattering, the reaction operator k has been defined. This makes provi­
sion for mean field effects and Pauli restrictions on intermediate state 
scattering (of fermions). In the two-body pieces, the methodology 
resembles that of the Brueckner reaction matrix of nuclear structure 
calculations. Also specified has been the cluster-cluster optical 
potentials through the use of projection operators. Finally the forma­
tion of matrix elements for two-body operators was sketched and the 
embedding of these elements in the local one-body densities of the 
interacting clusters demonstrated. This provides a basis for the 
commonly used double folded optical potential. 
While the spectator expansion is not directly applicable to the 
reaction amplitude for pickup and stripping reactions, the development 
of two potential forms in Chapter III provided the appropriate 
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starting point for the utilization of the spectator expansion. In this 
case the operators being expanded are the wave operators which distort 
the incident and exit stationary states. The spectator expansion main­
tains the appropriate counting. The residual target nucléons become the 
spectators. The eikonal approximation to the nucleon-nucleon phase 
shifts reduced the wave operators to a factorizable expansion in the 
spectator nucléons. The generalization of the eikonal amplitude to 
direct reaction provided a model for testing various sensitivities of 
the cross section. 
For intermediate energies (50 MeV ~ 1. GeV) we have seen that 
neglecting the D-state contribution to the (p,d) reaction amplitude is 
not suitable. At about 500 MeV the cross section arises almost purely 
from the D-state. Thus for a realistic treatment of the (p,d) cross 
section it is necessary to include the D-state contribution. 
It has been demonstrated that for qualitative features and order of 
magnitude effects the zero-range truncation is reasonable. For detailed 
information it is necessary to include finite range effects in the 
amplitude. It may be conjectured that the simplicity inherent in ZRT 
may be still maintained by including the first order correction without 
adversely affecting the magnitude of computation unduly. 
The sensitivity to density for light nuclear targets at least appears 
to be mainly associated with a characteristic size about which a Gaussian 
density or a realistic density are effectively identical. Since we 
have seen that the effects of nucleon-nucleon correlations are 
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substantial, this result is important. It may be feasible to treat 
comparatively high order correlation effects exactly when the density 
is reduced to single characteristic Gaussian. 
It must be recalled that there are essentially no free parameters 
in these model calculations. The input for the eikonal phase shift 
functions was based upon the average behavior of the nucléon nucléon 
t-matrix information. The approximations contained in the treatment 
of the phase shift functions are a deficiency which will be removed 
in future work to achieve a more realistic treatment. However, this 
approximation is sufficient for the purpose of illustrating the 
relative energy dependence of the S-state and D-state components of 
the deuteron vertex. This approximation is also adequate for 
delineating the limitations of the zero range truncation when compared 
with the exact finite range computation of the deuteron vertex 
function. 
Despite the limitations which have been described, the angular 
dependence of the cross-section is quite similar to that of DWBA 
calculations (96, 47, 51, 52). The drawbacks of DWBA computations 
include the use of many free parameters for the optical potential 
which are not uniquely determined by elastic (or inelastic) scattering 
information. Spectroscopic factors are sometimes adjusted after the 
fact to attain the proper relative strength for the reaction cross-
section. Many versions of DWBA computer codes suffer the deficiency 
of using the zero-range approximation and including only the S-state 
contribution of the deuteron vertex. Some attempts have been made to 
correct these deficiencies in DWBA analyses, notably the work of Rost 
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and Shepard (52). In spite of these efforts, the current versions of 
DWBA analysis lack a systematic method for incorporating correlations 
except through the optical potential. Such a microscopic optical 
potential has been illustrated here and it produces a correlation 
equivalent to the multiple scattering formalism-which was developed 
and applied (approximately) in this effort. 
In the work presented here I have just touched the surface of 
the possible areas of exploitation. The extension of current efforts 
will direct toward the incorporation of a fuller treatment of the 
phase shift functions using a Harmonic Oscillator basis (at least 
for light nuclear systems). 
Furthermore the use of H.O. representation simplifies if the 
inclusion of higher order correlations in the density and the 
possibility of explicitly including intermediate excited states, since 
all integrations may be treated analytically. A range of light nuclear 
targets will be examined over a spectrum of energies and (where 
available) comparison made vTith DWBA analyses of data. Other 
improvements that may be included in these studies are more precise 
parametrization of the short range nucléon nucléon correlations and of 
Pauli correlations. A study will be made to determine the sensitivity 
of the differential cross-section to the precision of these 
parametrizations and of the exchange effects that arise from 
antisymmetrization. 
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V. APPENDIX A: LEMMA A; THE IDENTITY EXPANSION 
In this appendix I prove a lemma and one theorem with two 
specialized corollaries, which allows considerable flexibility in the 
construction of operator expansions. When applied to nucleus-nucleus 
operator expansions, this lemma is seen to be a generalization of one 
proven by Siciliano and Thaler. It reduces to their result in the 
particle-nucleus limit. The basic building blocks are purely algebraic 
expressions having no commutativity or inversion restrictions. 
Given an arbitrary set of quantities where (v) A, and 
(p) B, with A > 0, B > 0, the finite series expressed by 
A B A B 
[ 4.^^ - 1 B' I  I  + Ï ,  I  
i=l a=l i<j a=l 
+ I  I  + *6 + oji 
1<J Ct<p 
A B 
+ f I 
i<j<k a=l 
i=l a<B<Y 
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+ 
+ + C ^ •f + •s' + * f  + 
- - *8 - - * i  -  - •gi 
12*'«"A 
+ t 't' 12....B ] (A.l) 
is exact for all arbitrary provided only that 
« '  •u""B = *(B) • (A-2) 
PROOF: 
The proof follows the same procedure ST used in demonstrating a 
more restricted version of this Lemma. We rewrite (A.l) as 
Â,B . A,B .. . . 
6 = lim { y + y - X(j) - x* ] 
x->l i,a * i<j,a ° " 
^ l ie 
+. T, - -•s' - 4:, -
1<J , OT<P 
+ • • • • } .  ( A . 3 )  
In order to facilitate conciseness of expression and abbreviate the 
labor involved in demonstrating various properties of the proof, we will 
use the following summation convention. 
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^ [algebraic expression, containing the ordered superscripts 
{(i^, i^, ••••i^), j<A} and the ordered subscripts 
{(«1, a ^ ,  S<B} ] = ^  B 
z 
a^<a2<-*<ag 
[algebraic expression]. 
Thus, after performing certain summations, we obtain from (A.l) 
0 = lim 
x->l [I Ô 
+ {[% - x(A-l) ll 
+ nl - X (B-i) [% (})^]} 
+ {[I - x(B-l) [}] 4^^] - x(A-l) [^ (j)^g] + x^(A-l)(B-l) 
+ al - X (A-2) il (A-1) (A-2) ll 
+ {[I - X (B-2) [I <j>^g] + x^ (B-l)(B-2) [I c^J]} 
+ {[I - X (A-2) [ I  - X (B-1) [ I  *2^*] ijk. 
+ x^ (A-2)(A-1) il *^^] + x^ (B-1)(A-2) [% 
- x^ (A-1) (A-2) (B-1) [% 
2 
"A 
"B 
(A.4) 
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We aow regroup the terms of A.4 in the following manner 
9 = lim 
x-»l 
[J ] {1 — (A-1) X — (B-1) X + (A-1)(B-l)x 
+ (A-1)(A-2)x^ + (B-l)(B-2)x^ 
- (A-1)(A-2) (B-1) x^ - (A-l)(B-l)(B-2)x^ 
+ (A-1) (A-2) (B-l)(B-2) X + } 
2 2 
+ [I {1- (B-l)x - (A-2)x + (B-l)(A-2)x + (B-l)(B-2)x + } 
2 
+ [I 4>Jg]{l-(A-l)x - (B-2)x + (A-l)(S-2)x + (A-1) (A-2)x^ + } 
+ [I {l-(A-2)x - (B-2)x + (A-2)(A-3)x^ + ] 
(A. 5) 
And this becomes 
6 = lim 
x->-l [I (1 - x)^ ^ (1 - x) 
.B-1 
+ [I (1-x)^ ^  (1-x) A-2 .B-1 
+ [I (1-x)^ ^  (l-x)B ^ 
+ tl (1-x)^"^ (l-X)B-2 
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+ [•ijii.'t) • (A.6) 
Taking the limit x -»• 1, then yields 
,12-'A _ (A) 
^12'.'B ^(B) e = • (A. 7) 
Q.E.D. 
Having shown that Lemma is true, we may now demonstrate a theorem 
on functional forms, and specify two useful corollaries. 
Theorem A: The Functional Identity 
Let X and Y have sets and respectively which satisfy 
Lemma A. Then for Z defined by 
Z e F(X,Y) (A. 8) 
if 
A b ]  ?(!)) (A-9) 
the set described by the otherwise arbitrary set of functionals 
{f/^?} as follows (u) 
satisfies Lemma A for Z. 
PROOF: 
(i) = X; Y^g) = Y by Lemma A 
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(ii) = F(X,Y) by (A.9) and (i) 
(iii) = F(X,Y) by (A.10) and (ii) 
(iv) = Z by (A. 8) and (iii) . 
Therefore the condition necessary for the set {Z/^j} to satisfy Lemma A 
is met. 
Q.E.D. 
We can now specify Theorem A to yield two corollaries. 
Corollary I: Addition Corollary 
Given X and Y, having sets and respectively, which 
satisfy Lemma A, then for 
Z E X + Y , (A.ll) 
the set defined by 
z(v) = x(v) + Y(") (A.12) 
(y) (y) (y) 
also satisfies Lemma A. 
Corollary II: Multiplication Corollary 
Given X and Y, having sets {X^^j} and {Y^^j} respectively, 
satisfying Lemma A, then for 
Z = XY (A. 13) 
the set {Z^^j}, defined by 
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'M ' 41) "2 
also satisfies Lemma A. 
It is convenient at this juncture to point out that Corollaries I 
and II are more fundamental than their derivation implies. One can show 
trivially for Corollary I that X + y in terms of the expansion factors 
yields identically the terms given by the definition (A.12). Furthermore, 
while it is not as obvious, the expansion of Z = XY in terms of {X^^j} 
and permits a rearrangement which yields the identical terms of 
definition (A.14). In this regard, we must note that Theorem A provides 
a minimal condition upon the expansion factors of Z; whereas having 
defined the expansions of X and Y we obtain a specific expansion of Z 
in terms of the sets {X/^?} and This facet of Corollaries I and (y) (y) 
II removes a degree of the arbitrariness inherent in such expansions. 
Physically, this implies that an operator expression has a 'natural' 
set of expansion factors whose form will be constrained by the form of 
the operator expression. For example, Z = XY, has the 'natural' set of 
{Z/^? = X/^? Y/^?}, in which the arbitrariness has been restricted to (u) (u) (v) 
that of the X and Y expansion sets. 
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VI. APPENDIX B: PROJECTION OPERATOR IDENTITIES 
Consider a set of m operators {P^}™ defined in the N-body space 
V(N). By definition the {P^^ are idempotent projection operators in 
V(N), provided that the following conditions are satisfied for all P^ 
in the set 
m 
I P. = 1(N) (B.l) 
i=l 
P. P. = 6.. P. . (B.2) 
1 J 1 
Take an operator expression (B.3) defined in V(N), where 
A = B + BCA . (B.3) 
A, B, and C are unspecified N-body operators. It is possible to gener­
ate an equivalent set of operator expressions for (B.3) by using (B.l). 
Let m = 2, and P^ = P and P^ = Q. We may now rewrite (B.3) as follows 
A = B + BCA = B + BC(P + Q)A , 
A = B + BCQA + BCPA . (B.4) 
Inserting the expression (B.4) for A into the second term of (B.4) 
yields 
A = B + BCQB + BCQBCQA + BCPA + BCQBCPA . (B.5) 
And again using (B.4) we obtain 
A = B + BCQB + BCQBCQB + BCQBCQBCQA + BCPA + BCQBCPA + BCQBCQBCPA 
(B.6) 
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We see that (B.6) may more concisely be written as 
2 .2 
A = B [ J (CQB)*] + (BCQ) A 4- B [ % (CQB)*]CPA . (B.7) 
n=0 n=0 
Iteration of this procedure yields 
CO CO 
A = B [ I (CQB)*] + B [ (CQB)°]CPA . (B.8) 
n=0 n=0 
We may identify a new operator D defined by the expression 
CO 
D = B [ % (CQB)^] . (B.9) 
n=0 
An alternate form for D is seen to be 
D = B + BCQD . (B.IO) 
Having defined D we now rewrite (B.8) in a much simpler form as 
A = D + DCPA . (B.ll) 
By using the projection operators P and Q we have separated the single 
operator expression (B.3) into two expressions (B.IO) and (B.ll) having 
the same content. 
Using the same procedures it is possible to obtain three expres­
sions for the set of three projectors P, Q^, Let Q = + Q2. 
Replacing Q in (B.IO) then yields after some manipulation. 
E = B + BDQ^E 
D = E + ECQ^D 
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We can generalize this procedure to m projectors. The result is a 
set of m-equations containing various portions of the full content of 
(B.3). The generalized set looks like 
" ®m-£+l ^m-£+l ^  ^ ni-£ 
where 2 = 0, 1, 2. ••• (M-1), and = B and = A. 
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VII. APPENDIX C: DEUTERON VERTEX FUNCTIONS 
A modern realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction V,„, contains at least 
NN 
spin, isospin, spin-orbit and tensor coupling terms. Such couplings 
even in the presence of a soft core render the utilization of these 
interactions in the formation of transition amplitudes extremely cumber­
some. For general usage in reactions, it is desirable to obtain from 
and its corresponding deuteron wavefunction a quantity which is 
approximately "invariant". That is, essentially contains all the 
deuteron properties, but may be regarded as comparatively insensitive 
to the detailed features of the interaction. These functions I shall 
call the deuteron vertex function. 
Consider the Reid soft core interaction V„ , , and wavefunctions 
Reid 
3 3 
"^Reid (56)' For the standard deuteron, the ( S^ - D^) configuration, 
the potential is defined as 
" m  '  Vc + + Vis I' - s ' (c-l) 
where 
Vg = - h e"*/x + 105.468 e~^^/x - 3187.8 e"'^*/x + 9924.3 e"^*/x 
(C.2) 
= - h(l + 3/x + 3/x^)e~* - (12/x + 3/x^)e"^^/x + 351.77 e"'^^ 
- 1673.5 eT^X/x (C.3) 
\ s  " 708.91 e"^^/x - 2713 e"^^/x (C.4) 
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and 
X = (0.7 F~^)r h = 10.463 MeV 
3 3 
The deuteron wavefunction for the ( - D^) configuration is written 
as 
% Us(r) +_I <1"j|2"2 
(C.5) 
Vs - -'s 
The deuteron vertex functions d„ are defined as the angular 
momentum decoupled product of D? = V._, 6. That is, for the 
Jm. NN dtn 
3 3 ^ 
configuration 
I l"s> 
J J OD'^S 
= XlWg ' (C-G) 
where 
Ug^^(r) = vç.(r) ug(r) + ^  V^(r) W^(r) (C.7) 
and 
= (V^(r) - 2V^(r) - 3V^g(r))W^(r) + /8 V^(r) Ug(r) . (C.8) 
An alternative expression for Eq. (C.6) in terms of the vertex functions 
IS 
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where 
doo(% = ?oo 7 
and 
The vertex functions d. (r) are simpler to work with than is the 
deuteron potential 
While the interaction is known analytically, the corresponding 
wavefunctions are created on a numerical mesh. Thus the function 
ef f (r) are known numerically, rather than analytically. It is con­
venient to parametrize these functions in the following format 
L 2 
cj: ' T,1 M T ""-I r 
Uf^^(r) = r^^ % e . (C.12) 
^ * i=l ^ 
L L 3 3 
The values of the and are given for the configuration 
in the tables. 
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VIII. APPENDIX D: ANALYTIC EXPRESSION FOR FOLDING SPHERICAL 
HARMONICS IN AN ASYMMETRIC GAUSSIAN FIELD 
A. General Formalism 
The harmonic folded integral in a deformed Gaussian field is defined 
as 
I(Q:LM; P:2m) 5 
where 
e^^'^(R)^ Y*^(R) e^*^(r)^ Y^^(r) E(5,?)d\ d\ 
(D.l) 
E(R,r) E exp{- A - A Y^ - A + 2B xX + 2B yY + 2B zZ 
X y z X y' z 
- a x^ - a y^ - a z^} . (D.2) 
X y' z 
In Eq. (D.l) the Y^^^CR) are the standard spherical harmonics, obeying 
the normalization convention 
. 40% = 5^ 1/ *MM' ' (»'3) 
and satisfying the identity 
W®) = • (D'4) 
For arbitrary angular momentum states (LM) and (S.m), the integral 
of Eq. (D.l) is nontractable. Consequently it is desirable to replace 
it by an equivalent representation in which the angular momentum 
dependence does not appear explicitly in the integral, but is rather 
subsumed in a set of differential operators. 
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A general polynomial differential operator of rank £. and order m, 
denoted by D ^ (q), may be defined in the following form 
Dtg(q) s 0/3y°0/3qy)®(a/3q^)^ . (D.5) 
By requiring the to satisfy the following expressions 
^ ' (D.6a) 
and 
= (r)* Y%m(r)ei9'r , (D.6b) 
then for a given (Jim), the coefficients a^™^ are completely determined. 
Furthermore, using Eqs. (D.4) and (D.6b), the following identity is 
obtained. 
= (-)" ' (D.7) 
For reference purposes, the spherical harmonics and operator 
equivalents for 2=0 through 2=3 are listed below. For brevity, the 
notation is defined such that 3^ = 3/3q^, 3^ = 3/cq^, and 3^ = 3/3q^ 
00 (1/4 tt)^ (1/4 ir)^ (D.8) 
10 (3/4 Tr)^z (3/4 77)^(-i) (D.9a) 
z 
11 -(3/8 TT)^be^'^ -(3/8 TT)^(-i)(3^+i3y) (D.9b) 
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20 (5/16 Tr)^(2z^-b^) (5/16 Tr)^(-i)^(23^-3^-3^) (D.lOa) 
21 -(15/8 TT)=zbe^* -(15/8 TT)^(-i)^(3^)(3^ + i3y) (D.lOb) 
22 (15/32 Z/ ^\2,. . \2 (15/32 7r)^(-i)'(3 +13 ) 
X y 
(D.lOc) 
30 (7/16 TT)^(2z^-3b^)z (7/16 Tr)^(-i)^(23^-33^-33y)(3^) 
(D.lla) 
31 -(21/64 TT)^(4Z^-b^)be^'^ -(21/64 iT)*(-i)^(43^ - 3^-3^) (3^ +±3^) 
(D.llb) 
32 (105/32 ii)^zb^ (105/32 Tî)^(-i)^(3^)(3^+i3y)^ (D.llc) 
33 -(35/64 TT)^b^ -(35/64 Tr)^(-i)^(3^ + i3y)^ (D.lld) 
The generalization required to generate higher rank (£m) values is 
evident from the systematics of Eqs. (D.8) through (D.ll). 
Using Eqs. (D.6a) and (D.6b), Eq. (D.l) may be rewritten as 
I(^;LM; ?:5lm) = D^(^) D^(?) 4(3,2) (D.12) 
where 
«5(5,?) = e^^*^ e^^*" E(i,r) d\ d^r (D.13) 
Note that in Eq. (D.12) the angular momentum dependence has been 
removed from the integral of Eq. (D.l). The integral c9(5,?) is the 
double Fourier transfoma of the coupled asymmetric Gaussian form factor 
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E(^,r). Evaluating Eq. (D.13) yields 
where 
1/2 
j j j ^ j : j 
(11.15) 
and j may be x, y or z. 
Thus the harmonic folded integral I(Q;LM; ?:&m) has been reduced 
to a general analytic expression in which the differential operators 
and ^ generate the desired angular momentum coupling. 
B. Specific Application 
Consider the situation in which the asymmetry of the Gaussian E(R,r) 
has the form 
E(î,r) = exp(- A - a - A B^ - a b^ + 2d ^ • S) . (D.15) 
z z p p p 
That is, B = b = 0, A = A = A , a = a = a , and B = B = d . 
' z z  x y p  x y p  x y p  
That is, there is a symmetry coupling in the azimuthal direction. 
Making use of Eqs. (D.14) and (D.15), and the special case of E(]^,r) 
represented by (D.16) it is possible to obtain for the form 
=5(Q,?) = 7r^/(A a )^/(A a - d^)exp(-Q^/4A - P^/4a ) 
zz pp p zz zz 
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-
X exp 
4 \ A a -d^ 
P P P 
(D.17) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 Q = Q + Q and P = P + P . 
P X y p X y 
In order to expedite the remaining manipulation, the following 
definitions shall be used to simplify Eq. (D.17) 
C = n^/CA a )*/(A a - d^) (D.18a) 
z z p p p 
a = 1/A (D.18b) 
z 
3 = l/a^ (D.18c) 
Y = 
5 = Ap/(Apap - dp) 
^ = dp/(%ap - dp) 
Q e"*' -
P = P ± iP 
P X y 
(D.lSd) 
(D.lSe) 
(D.lSf) 
(D.lSg) 
(D.lSh) 
Making use of Eqs. (D.18a-h), Eq. (D.17) may be rewritten as 
r P^ P^ P • Q 1 
-^($,?) = C exp<- a-^-8-^-Y~^-5-^-e2 ^ ^  ^ > . (D.19) 
This leads to a simple evaluation of the harmonic integral 
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I(Q:LM; P:£m) = D^(Q) D^^(P) c9(Q,P) (D.20a) 
= (-) »!(_»)(Q) (D.20b) 
Using the representations of D^(q) given by Eqs. (D.8) through (D.IO), 
it is possible to generate the following (LM), (£m) couplings for 
reference. 
I(Q:00; P:00) = 1/4 tt 
/3/4 TT 3P 
(D.21) 
10=0 
1(^:00; P:lm) = (ë — J(Q,P) x / 
+ /3/8 TT (ÔP e-^* + EQ e-^*') m=±l 
P P 
(D.22) 
I(Q:00; ?;2m) = (^) —«?($,?) 
2 /4T 
,2_2 .2_2 . 2_2 /5/16Tr{2(8 P -2B) - (5 P +e Q +26eQ «P -46) m=0 
z P P P P 
{ + /L5/8 tt <3P^)(6Pp e-^^ + cQp e'^*') 
/15/32 TT (6P e-^* + eQ eT^*')^ 
P P 
m=±l 
m=±2 
(D.23) 
3 
1(^:00; ?:3m) = C*^) — c9(^,?) x 
^ yTT  ^
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/7/16 TT [{2(6^P^-B) - 3(6S^ + £^Q^ + 26e? -4)}(BP )- Sg^P ] m=0 
z P P P T z z 
/21/6 TT [{4(B^P^-B) - (S^P^ + eV + 26eP •Q)}(ôP + eQ 
z P P P P P P 
m=±l 
/105/32 TT (BP )(ôP e-^* + sQ m=±2 
z p p 
v'35/64 TT (6P e-^* + eQ m=±3 
P P 
(D.24) 
2 
I(Q:2M;?:00) = (y) — c9(Q,?) x 
/4Tr 
/5/16 TT {2(a - 2a) - (y (T + e P^ + 2Ye$ • - 4y) } M=0 
< /15/8 tt caq^)(YQp e+^* + epp m=±l 
/15/32 TT CYQ e+^* + GP M=±2 
P P 
(D.25) 
3 
I(Q:2M; ^:lm) = (-|) c9(^,?) x 
2_2 „ , , 2_2 . 2_2 . „ t. Ï /Sjlër /3/4tt {2(a Q - 2a) - (Y Q + e P + 2YeQ -P - 4Y) }SP 
z P P P P z 
M=0 m=0 
+ /5/16tt /3/8n [{2(a^Q^ - 2a) - (Y V + £^P^ + 2YeQ„ • P " ^y) x 
z P P P P 
(5P e-^''' + eQ e"^'''*)+4e(eP e*^^ + YQ e'^*')] 
P P P P 
M=0 m=±l 
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' ± /l5/8ir /S/Air (aQ ) (yQ + eP ) (BP ) M=±l m=0 
I z p p z 
- /15/8ti /S / B tt [(aQ ) (yQ + eP e+^*')(6P + eQ eT^*') 
z p p p p 
- 4eaQ M=4-l m=4-l 
M=-l m=-l 
/15/8t: /3/8tt [(aQ ) (yQ e'^'^ + ep e~^'^ + eQ 
z p p p p 
M=-l m=4-l 
or 
M=+l 1IF=-1 
/l5/32Tr /3/4TT CyQ + eP ^ M=±2 m=0 
p p z 
+ /l5/327r /3/8n [(yQ + eP eT^*') 
P P P P 
- 4e(YQ + eP )] M=+2 m=+l 
P P or 
M=-2 m=-l 
+ /l5/32Tr /3/8TT [CyQ + eP e-^'^')^(ÔP + eQ eT^*')] 
P P P P 
M=-2 m=+l 
or 
^ M=4-2 m=-l 
(D.26) 
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